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the mid-80s.
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society?
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Rapist at large;
violates parole
By Heather Hayes
Spartan Daily Copy Editor

The man who became
known as the "San Jose
State Rapist" because of his
conviction in two attacks
against SJSU students 15
years ago has violated
parole.
Charles Roland Stevens,
43, suspected of at least
eight attacks in 1978 and

1979, failed to report to his
parole officer after his Aug.
5 release from the state
prison at Soledad. On Aug.
10, an emergency warrant
was issued for his arrest.
Stevens was also required
to register as a sex offender
within 14 days of his
release. As of Aug. 26, he
has failed to do so.
Stevens pleaded guilty in
1979 to raping two women

Rape & SJSU
Safety Tips
Walk in groups

Walk in well-lit areas
IM Have your keys ready when
approaching your car
III Walk confidently
Keep purses close to your body
Know where the blue phOsesI
-are located
le alert

in the SJSU
community.
In Santa
Clara County
Superior
Court,
Stevens was
Stevens
charged with
19 separate
counts including: sodomy
by force, rape, oral copula-
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Bringing the
Blues downtown
RIGHT San Jose resident Jamie Marmorale
dances during Chris Hiatt’s tribute to Stevie
Ray Vaughn Saturday during the JJ’s Blues
Festival at Guadalupe River Park.
BELOW: Jose Cuellar, A.K.A. Dr. Loco,
grooves to the tune "Riverside" with the band
The Rocking Jalapeno Band during the end of
his set Saturday.
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Local rapist
serving life
Sentenced for assaults
By Larry Barrett
Spartan Daily Executive Editor

While the "San Jose State Rapist" still
remains at large, another man who terrorized SJSU students in the late 1970s will
spend at least the next 20 years behind
bars.
James Edward Jenkins, who was convicted of sexually assaulting three women
on and near the SJSU campus in 1979, is

Sown: San Jose Polo Deportment
(Min Prenintio0/111

See JonkIna, page 6

Services reduce crime
By Tim Schwalbach
Spartan Daily Stall Wnter

In the late 1970s, SJSU was
ranked the sixth -worst campus in the country in violent
crime and No. 1 in the state.
In an era before blue light
phones and evening escort
programs, SJSU’s enrollment

plummeted and parents
were afraid to send their
children to California’s oldest state university.
As another semester
begins, convicted rapist
Charles Roland Stevens is
still at large following his
parole from a state peniten-

tiary. Stevens, who was convicted of sexually assaulting
two SJSU students between
1978-79 and accused of
attacking six more, was one
reason the university was
forced to increase its efforts
See Safety, page 4

County offers free rides
Students can ride light rail and buses with valid
By Ilene Meeks
Spartan Daily Sports Editor

Saving the environment,
easing traffic congestion and
saving money just became a
little bit easier for SJSU students.
Beginning this semester,
SJSU students can take part in
the new Associated Students
Program
Access
Transit
(TAP). It will allow SJSU stu-

dents to ride the county’s
public transportation system
by presenting a current SJSU
identification card.
Beginning Sept. 12, an
enrollment/Transit card will
be required to ride all Santa
Clara County Transit buses
for each semester during the
two-year pilot program.
Marilyn Radisch, director of
registration and assessment,
said Santa Clara County
Transit will only accept the

ID

card

SJSU ID card for two weeks.
Students will then have to use
their new enrollment ID after
Sept. 11.
The program will issue a
new tan-colored picture ID
card with the student’s picture printed in black ink. The
card will then be mailed to the
student’s address.
Radisch said Admissions
Records
originally
and
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RIGHT: Chris Hiatt
pays tribute to Stevie
Ray Vaughn during his
Saturday afternoon
set. The weekend -long
festival included local
and international
Blues artists including
Elvin Bishop and
Edgar Winter.

See Light rail, page 6

Army ROTC progra
CLARKE

Spartan Dolly Stall Report

President J. Handel Evans smiled and
even joked as he delivered his State
of the University Address on Thursday
to an auditorium full of faculty,
students and staff. Some of the highlights
Included:
nn Evans announced the Army ROTC program will be deactivated at the end of the
1994-95 school year.
is Despite a $60 million increase in funding from the state legislature and a 10percent Increase in student fees, Evans
projected a $2.2 million deficit In the university’s general fund for the 1994-95 fiscal
Univers’

Oundation’s revenues

approximat
years,
is. Evans
Ing SJSU a "more complete university."
encouraged students to contribute to
culture of the university by participating
student theater and dance product’
recreational programs and intercoll
athletics.
e. Evans stated that SJSU’s recent
to the Western Athletic Conference al
with the
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Pacific Rim Institute formed
By Nancy J. Zamani
Spartan Daily Start Writer

The nations comprising the
Pacific Rim now have at least two
things in common: volcanic activity and San Jose State University.
SJSU President J. Handel Evans
approved the creation of the
Pacific Rim Institute in May and
has named public relations professor William Briggs as director.
The Institute, located In
Wahlquist South, Room 208, was

created to strengthen ties with
businesses and universities in
Asia and South America.
It began as an idea In January
by Dr. Michael Ego, dean of the
College of Applied Sciences and
Arts.
Both Ego and Briggs traveled
separately to Asia, and introduced the Institute to China,
Thailand, Hong Kong, Singapore,
Malaysia and Vietnam.
"I felt SJSU was in a prominent
situation geographically, socially
and culturally to build bridges to

Pacific Rim countries," Ego said
The
university
had participated in
student and faculty
exchanges before.
but on a much
Briggs
smaller scale.
Most of the other countries
wanted to know what took us so
long due to the Silicon Valley connections." added Ego, who consider-. SJSU "the university of the
See Pacific, page 4
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Editorial

Crime bill solves nothing
Charles Roland Stevens, the
"San Jose State Rapist," is out
of jail and out of sight.
President Clinton succeeded in
passing the crime bill, but our
problems are far from over.
Americans are fed up with
crime and afraid to walk the
streets alone. The bill promises
100,000 more police officers,
the banning of certain weapons
and the death penalty to 50
more crimes.
Even if every American had
their own personal police officer, crime would still be a
problem.
Banning every known assault
rifle, handgun and any other
type of gun isn’t going to result
in a long-term solution to the
problem of violent crime. It
doesn’t hurt to ban certain
unnecessary weapons like
assault rifles, but it is a short-

term solution to a much larger
problem.
The only way to stop a murderer from killing someone is
stop them before they do it.
Taking away a murderer’s
weapon won’t stop their intent
to kill. Increasing the number
of police officers won’t change
a murderer’s mind.
The problem begins with
either bad child rearing, bad
influences, poor education or
poor mental health. Less
weapons and more cops won’t
help any of these problems.
The war on crime is not a
hopeless battle; it can be won
Similarly with the war on
drugs the solution lies at the
source: education and young
people. With good education,
good parents and family, many
of the problems can be solved.
The crime bill is yet another

symbolic gesture from the government to make everyone feel
something is being done and
that all of our troubles will
soon be over.
It’s too bad the taxpayer’s
money and time are being
wasted so our emotional needs
can be satisfied.
This country doesn’t need
political battles interfering
with our daily lives. Americans
don’t need to hear one political
party blaming the other for all
of our problems.
The people need long-term
solutions, not symbolic gestures that won’t solve anything.
Americans should take it upon
themselves to resolve their
problems. Relying on the government to cure our ills will
just leave everyone sick.

Editor’s Forum
New semester ushers
in season of change

Writer’s Forum

Technology? Phooey! lo
3’:12ENt:M

So, you decided to enroll at San Jose State
University this semester.
Was it because Heald Institute was so terribly impacted that you couldn’t get your classes, or do you just enjoy standing in line? Or
was it the lottery-style parking permit that
hooked you?
Whatever your reasons, welcome to a new
beginning, again.
Perhaps the only redeeming quality of a new
semester is that it ushers in a new version of
the SPARTAN DAILY.
Just like a new administration or a new girlfriend, this newspaper starts out fresh with a
new style, a new philosophy, new dreams and
even a new logo. Unfortunately, it also carries
baggage from previous regimes.
It’s important for students, faculty and staff
to understand that each semester brings a
completely new staff of writers, editors and
photographers. It’s a clean slate, so to speak,
and we hope to offer more than the irritating
sound of fingernails grating upon it.
As readers, you are getting a rare opportunity to watch a learning experience literally
unfold before your eyes.
Think of it as a beginning chemistry lab on
display. You’ll see the brilliant discoveries as
well as the occasional disaster. Call it live theatre without an admission charge.
This newspaper will make every effort
to provide accurate, informative news
and entertainment for the SJSU community. We’ve added a crossword puzzle
and some comics for those readers that
enjoy the subtle diversions of reading a newspaper.
We also hope to provide readers with substantive, thought-provoking opinions and edi-

In the race to make our lives easier, I think map? It would behoove some people, anyway,
to learn how to figure directions out on their
we’re destroying ourselves, too.
I recently flew to Las Vegas and the Grand own.
Canyon. Since I couldn’t reach the books in
And what about bread makers? I never
my backpack (because the person in front of would have guessed making bread like it’s
me had so thoughtfully reclined his chair been made since the beginning of time was so
back), I decided to just space out in my typi- difficult.
cal fashion.
Bread making itself is pretty much left for
I stared out the window at the desert mov- those with lots of time on their hands. But
ing below us. I was taken aback at how cool it even they need a special maker to speed it up.
On a more serious note, technology extends
the different colors and its vastlooked
to nuclear war as well. As we get smarter and
ness.
I turned to my sister to point out my dis- learn more about those little atoms, we get
covery, but she was so engrossed in the video "better" weapons. We can destroy the entire
game displayed on the seat in front of her that world in one shot. Let’s hear it for science,
shall we?
she barely heard me.
There isn’t anything we’re rushing for when
That spurred another thought is technolyou think about it. Everything we do is done
ogy the bane of-otit society, or what?
It seems like few people really take time to faster in the name of saving time. But what are
notice things anymore We don’t care about we saving time for?
I think the Amish have something right
what’s around us. We just want faxes to get to
their destinations faster or have remote con- they shun most modern technology and do
almost everything with their own two hands.
trols that perform 600 different functions.
They take time to notice things and revel in
Slowness frustrates us.
Of course, I’ll enjoy my CD player and super their surroundings. And they’re very happy.
I’ve been pretty much cultured into this
deluxe remote while they’re here. But looking
back ten years, I know that if the CD player society of modems in faxes, and it would be
had never been invented, I wouldn’t be too pretty difficult to go back to a primitive way of
life or run off with the Amish.
distressed.
But I’ll be trying as hard as I can to avoid
Last week in my apartment, it was my
stereo, my books and I. I’ll admit it: I was dumb things like bread makers and video
screens in my car for as long as it’s possible.
bored out of my mind.
My mother likened it to life in the 40s. But
they couldn’t have been that bored radio
and books were probably all they knew. No
one could have moaned for a television.
Heather Hayes is a
As I speak, things are being created to supDaily columnist. Her column
posedly ease our lives. There will be little
appears every other Monday.
screens in cars that give directions. How nice.
Are we so lazy that we can’t even look at a

Letters to the Editor
Homosexuals forced into political stance
Editor
This is in response to the
Letter to Ole Editor by Ambara
Abdi in the May 16, 1994 edition of the SPARTAN DAILY.
Abdi claims that homosexuality is not an inborn trait.
Rather, Abdi claims homosexuals chose their lifestyle. I disagree. I, as a heterosexual, do
riot believe that I could he corn-

fortable with, or effectively
lead, a homosexual lifestyle.
Because I believe this is true
for me, I believe homosexuals
when they say they could not
be comfortable with my
lifestyle.
The so-called "in your face"
attitude of the homosexual
community is an attitude
forced by heterosexuals. The
political platform they stand on

is one built by a denial of
rights.
In fact, regardless of the
hatred shown to homosexuals
by those like Abdl, homosexuals have had the courage to
stand up and demand the
rights
they
deserve
as
American citizens.
Rebecca M. Dueben
Junior Pre-Law
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Forum Page Policies
The Spartan Daily provides a
daily Forum to promote
a "marketplace of ideas."
Contributions to the page are
encouraged from students,
staff, faculty and others who are
interested in the university at
large.
Any letter or column for
the forum page must be turned
in to Letters to the Editor’s box
in the Spartan Daily newsroom,
Dwight Bentel Hall 209, or to the
Information booth in the
Student Union.
Articles may also be mailed
to the Forum Editor, the
Spartan Daily, School of
Journalism and Mass Communications, San Jose State
University, One Washington
Square, San Jose, CA 95192.

Fax articles to (408) 924-3237.
Articles and letters MUST
contain the author’s name,
address, phone number, signature and major.
Contributions must be typed
or submitted on a 3.5-inch computer disk using Microsoft Word
on the Macintosh. Always bring
a printout of your submission.
Submissions become the
property of the Spartan Daily
and will be edited for clarity,
grammar, libel and length.
Categories available to nonDaily staff members are:
Campus Viewpoint: 300 to 500
word essays on current campus, political or personal issues.
Submissions should be well
researched.

Letters to the Editor: Up to
200 words responding to a certain issue or point of view. If
they are longer, they may be
edited for length from the bottom up.
Other articles appearing on
this page are:
Reporter’s or Editor’s Forum:
Opinion pieces written by
staff writers or editors do not
necessarily reflect the views of
a majority of the staff members
of the Spartan Daily, the School
of Journalism and
Mass
Communications or SJSU.
11 Staff Editorials: These are
unsigned opinion pieces that
express the majority opinion of
the editorial board of the
Spartan Daily.

SPARTAN DAILY

News Room 924-3280

Forum Editor
Sports Editor
Features Editor

torials to assist in the day-to-day decision making that is life.
Making decisions, deciding where you stand,
is what this newspaper is all about.
In November, Californians will have to
decide on a number of issues ranging from
crime legislation to smoking ordinances.
Gubernatorial, Congressional and local candidates will beg, borrow and maybe even try to
steal your vote.
This university will be conducting a search
for a new president and your input will have a
considerable impact on that outcome. It’s
essential that students, faculty and staff have a
forum for expressing their opinions on such an
important decision.
As individuals, each of us will have little
decisions to make. Some will have to decide
whether or not to join a fraternity or sorority.
Others will have to decide if they want to have
unprotected sex or not.
Still others will have to decide which class to
drop or add after the first two weeks. All these
little decisions to make.
During this decision-making period, we hope
to provide a balanced, unbiased perspective of
the people and issues of the day. We want
readers to pick up the newspaper and find
something of interest or use each and everyday.
Ultimately, this newspaper exists for you
the reader even if you decide to use it to line
the bottom of your birdcage.
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San Francisco
sewers contaminated by diesel
fuel for months

Sparta Guide
p_hy
Interfraternity Council
Fraternity InfErrrnation Forum,
9arn-3prn, Rose Garden (in
front of Student Activities
Office). Call Ti. Chell, 924-5969,

Interfraternity Council
Fraternity Information Forum,
9arn-3pm, Rose Garden (in
front of Student Activities
Office). Call Ti. Chell, 924-5969,

wednesday
Student Activities
Office
Welcome Day ‘94, lOarn-2pm, In
front of SU. Call Phil Sanders,
924-5950.

Army ROTC
Rappelling. Demonstration,
8:30am, St, Ampitheatre. Call
Li Paz, 924-2932.
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VIBIGGEST CASH SALE

Residents not in immediate
danger, but Muni has
been ordered to dean up

Theatre Arts Department
Auditions for: ’Women &
Wallace", "Dcnvn the Road’, and
"Beyond’, University Theatre
HGH, 4-7pm. Call Dr David
Kahn, 924-4540.

Amain
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual,
Student Alliance
Weekly Meeting, 2-2:30 pm,
Guadalupe Room, SU. Call 2347 :
2002.

Theatre Arts Department
Auditions for: *Women &
Wallace", ’Down the Road", and
’Beyond", University Theatre
FIGH, 4-7pm. Call Dr. David
Kahn, 924-4540.

Interfmternity Council
Fraternity Information Forum,
9am-3pm, Rose Garden (in front
of Student Activities Office). Call
Ti. Chell, 924-4667.

SpartaGuide is FREE!!!
and available to
students, faculty and
staff organizations.4-:
Deadline is 5pm two
days before publication.:
Forms are available atal
the Spartan Daily.

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) A
Municipal Railway diesel fuel
storage tank has been slowly
leaking fuel into the city’s
sewer system for several
months, officials said
Workers in the Southeast
Water Pollution Control Plant,
a mile south of the Mum bus
yard, began smelling fuel two
or three months ago, but the
source wasn’t found until
Wednesday. It was unclear
how much fuel escaped.
The fuel likely mixed with
ground water, but residents
weren’t in immediate danger
because the city gets its
water from the Hetch Hetchy
system, said Stephen Todd of
the Public Works’ bureau of
environmental regulation and
management.
Muni has been ordered to
submit a clean up plan with
10 days.
Muni tested the seven
tanks in March and April and
found no problems, Todd
said.
"But someone must’ve left
the valves open, and an
empty tank that was supposed to be left empty got
filled, and somehow the stuff
got in the sewer," he said.
The suspected tank and
sump can hold up to 20,000
gallons, said Muni spokesman
Alan Siegel. When the tank
was emptied, there were less
than 12,000 gallons in it, he
said.
At least 500 buses fill up at
the Woods division yard.
Three of the tanks, which are
hooked together, will be
closed until the problem is
solved, Todd said.
"Thank God it wasn’t gasoline," Todd said. "If it had
been gas we’d just have
cleared out the whole southeast area of the City."
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SPARTAN 4"#.4) BOOKSTORE
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE IS A DIVISION OF SPARTAN SHOPS, INC., A NOT-FOR-PROFIT CAMPUS BENEFIT CORPORATION.
OUR BOARD OF DIRECTORS CONSISTS OF THE A.S. PRESIDENT, 3 OTHER STUDENTS, 3 FACULTY MEMBERS, AND 2
ADMINISTRATORS. NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ARTWORK OR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS. SALE PRICES EFFECTIVE
THROUGH SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 1994. SOME ITEMS MAY NOT BE AVAILABLE IN OUR EVENT CENTER STORE. SALE
LIMITED TO STOCK ON HAND. PLEASE HELP OUR ENVIRONMENT BY RECYCLING THIS NEWSPAPER.

For less than a dollar a thy
both will give you the power you need to
survive this semester
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With an Apple Computer Loan, ith now easier than ever to buy a Macintosh" personal
computer. In fact, with Apple’s special low interest and easy terms, you can own a Mac" for
as little as $23 per month! Buy any select Macintosh now, and you’ll also get something no
other computer offers: the Apple student software set. It includes a program designed to help
you with all aspects of writing papers. A personal organizer/calendar created specifically for

Only $2,350.00.
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students (the only one of its kind). And the Internet Companion to help you tap into on-line
resources for researching your papers. It even includes ClarisWorks, an integrated package
complete with database, spreadsheet, word processing software and more. MI at special
low student pricing. With an offer this good, its the best time ever to
lk
discover the power every student needs. The power to be your best
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Come to the Apple lent in the Art Quad lbday Only!
For all of your computer needs visit
Spartan Bookstore Computer Department 924-1809
*Not responsible for typographical errors. Dept discounts do not apply to these special bundles.
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every thursday

Half-Price
Student
Only $30 per month ($30 savings)
at the Second and San Carlos
Street Garage, next to Camera 3.

Pacific
From page 1
Silicon Valley."

is doing exciting things as well,
Ego said. "We are in the role of
facilitator to get students and
faculty involved.
"Our campus will benefit economically and philanthropically. (The Institute will) help us
become recognized in the international community.
Local businesses may help
subsidize programs for countries with less revenue, in
return for international connections."
"We get research opportunities for faculty, exchange opportunities for students and cash,"
Briggs said.
Earlier this month, a delegation from Shenzhen University

in China’s newly-emerging
"Silicon Valley" visited SJSU and
had lunch with Evans.
Evans said he is optimistic
about the future of the Institute
and described the Chinese representatives as hopeful to begin
relations with SJSU, although no
formal agreement has yet been
signed.
"We are beginning to get to
know one another," Evans said.
"We can sharpen our pencils as
to what we can to for them and
what they can do for us."
An advisory board of faculty,
community members and interrepresentatives is
na. onal
being created and will be formalized by the end of the year.

telephones or any blue light
phone. According to Lowe, the
blue light hones enable callers
to reach UPD at any time.
Every floor in every building
has a blue light phone. All of
them dial directly to UPD. Blue
light phones’ functions include:
requesting an escort, asking
directions and reporting any
activity that needs police attention.
"I had to use the blue light
phone during the week of the
Rodney King incident," nursing
major Inge Ramos said. "It was
good. They sent two officers."
Another program UPD continues to offer is the Prevention
Survival
Education
Street
Training. The two-part program
involves a seminar and a handson training session. Programs
are being scheduled for the fall
semester.
While speeches, lectures and
videos leave students with little
recollection, PESST gets the participants actively involved
through different crime scenes
and scenarios that they act out,
according
to
Clive
Chu,
Investigations cadet and PESST
coord riator.
"We’ve had some major realizations from students as to
how vulnerable they make

themselves," Lowe said. " You
wouldn’t get that in a classroom."
Co-sponsoring the PESST program with UPD is the Prevention
Education Program Center. The
PEP Center is an educational
awareness service that provides
seminars and presentations,
especially in the areas of alcohol, drug and rape awareness.
PEP and UPD work together in a
number of programs.
SJSU is the first university in
California to have a Crime
Stoppers program. A person can
leave a message anonymously if
they have any information that
could lead to an arrest. The call
is confidential and a $5,000
reward is given if the suspect is
arrested.
According to Lowe, UPD has
taken great strides in moving
from patrolling the streets to
moving into the offices, classrooms and residence halls.
"We’re here if you call us,"
Lowe said. "If you feel concerned about something we’re
here. Help us do our job."
Apathy is crime prevention’s
greatest enemy, according to
Lowe. A person is going to be
apathetic until they or someone
they know has been a victim of
a crime, then it’s too lat

According to Briggs, faculty,
student and library exchanges
will be encouraged, along with
short-term educational programs, professional development and workshops, especially
in tourism.
Programs can be customized
for individual countries, with
Briggs finding the best matches
between nations and SJSU’s faculty.
Participation by the various
countries will be based on their
interest, but Ego said all countries will be recognized.
"Asia is the focal point of the
Pacific Rim, but Latin America

Safety

Guaranteed Space
24 Hour Access
Limited to 200 Spaces
Half-Month Parking
($15, sold on 1st and 15th of the Month)

To Qualify
You must be registered for
6 units at SJSU and show
proof of registration.
Student Discount Parking
applications may be obtained at the
parking office next to the Second St
entrance of the garage or by calling
City Park at 298-8852

From page 1
to combat crime on campus.
The severity of SJSU’s crime
problem spurred the California
Legislature to approve special
funding for services and programs dedicated to improving
the public safety on the SJSU
campus.
The evening guide escort program and the blue light telephone system were two services created as a result of
emergency funding by the
Legislature. Both of these programs continue to provide services to SJSU.
The evening guide escort program is an escort service for
students, faculty, staff and campus visitors. It is available both
to and from campus locations,
seven days a week from 5 p.m. midnight. Escort services by
UPD officers are also available
during other hours.
"The evening guide program
is the most visible of our services," said Lt. Bruce Lowe, UPD
spokesman. "It consists of SJSU
students who the UPD specially
selects and trains to escort fellow students, so we have confidence in them."
In order to request an escort,
the person must call UPD via
their business line, elevator
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Nation’s water under review
U.S. scientists conducting long-range survey
By Randolph E. Schmid
Associated Press Writer

ANNANDALE, Va.
"This can
be quite a widow-maker as far
as fingers are concerned," biologist Humbert Zappia joked as a
steellawed trap snapped shut
on a patch of mud, rock and
murky water.
Zappla and Janet Denis
hoisted the dripping contraption out of Accotink Creek in the
Washington, D.C., suburbs to
study tiny creatures living in the
ooze.
A half-dozen scientists, part
of a U.S. Geological Survey team
studying America’s water quality, flicked away gnats and sidestepped poison ivy in steamy
summer humidity as they collected water samples, measured
stream flow and checked the
creek for changes since their
last visit.
A couple hundred yards away,
thousands of Washington-bound
rubber-necked
commuters
down a highway, unaware of the
scientists toiling nearby.
The research team, based in
Towson, Md., is part of the
Quality
Water
National
Assessment Program, an effort
to learn more about water in 60
major river basins and aquifers
across the country. On this day,
the group was studying the
Potomac River basin.
The survey team is trying to
learn the current state of the
nation’s water, how it is affected
by human activities and how it
changes over time. This project
began with studies of 20 basins
in 1991 and another 20 this year.
The final 20 studies will begin in
1997 and the program is
designed to be completed by
2002.
An environmental group, the
Natural Resources Defense
Council, charged recently that
one in five Americans drinks
water that is not adequately
treated for toxic chemicals, bacteria, parasites and other pollutants.
The group said its examination of nationwide compliance
with federal drinking water standards showed that nearly 50
million people are drinking
improperly treated water.
Congress has grappled for
months with legislation that
would rewrite the federal drinking water law.
These monthly visits to various streams allow researchers
to monitor the volume and condition of water, see how it
changes in various seasons and
weather conditions, and to
establish a baseline for comparison in the future.
"We want to see over a long
period of time what the stream
Is doing, how it is changing,"
explained Zappia, who concentrates on bugs, fish, algae and
other life forms in the water.
The Accotink was low during
this visit, just a few feet across
and an easy wade, with only
occasional pools more than a
foot or two deep.
But when the water is up to
the banks it can be a raging torrent, 20 feet or more across.
Bank tops rose six feet above
the mud flat where the work
was going on, with exposed
roots and toppled trees as evidence of high water not long
past.
Streamflow at this site ranges
between I cubic foot per second
and 1,000 cubic feet per second.
"We do whatever it takes" to
samples,
Zappia
the
get
explained, pressing a plastic
"scum getter" onto a rock to
scrape off a sample of algae.
And indeed, the researchers
struggle with discomfort. Sweat
dampened Zappia’s black knit
Geological Survey shirt as he
worked in heavy rubber waders
called "boilers" by the sweltering scientists.
Conditions are tougher elsea Geological Survey
where
volunteer doing glacier studies
In Alaska was mauled by a bear
in July.
Zappia also studies fish, and
used a mild electric current to
stun fish in a pool, collecting
them for a local census before
returning them unharmed to the
stream.
Water quality expert Joel
BlomquIst said he’s particularly
interested In samples collected
after storms, to see what types
of chemicals wash off farms and
gardens and highways and parking lots In the Washington suburbs.

sataadilia

"We try to get as many storms
as possible," he said, pointing
to a stream gauge with an
attached pump that can automatically collect two gallons of
water when the streamflow rises
after a storm.
Blomquist monitors weather,
and comes by to collect the
samples whenever he judges
that the mechanism will have
been activated.
One of his interests is
whether pesticides collect in
the water, and so far the
Accotink has been pretty clean,
Blomquist said. Several pesticides have been detected in the
water but, generally in very
small concentrations, he said.
He’s working to learn how

chemical concentrations in the
water vary after a storm washes
fertilizer and pesticides off the
whether ills higher as
land
the water begins to rise or at
peak flow or as the flood starts
to recede.
After toting water samples up
the bank to their trucks the
researchers divide them for various tests, using what looks like
or perhaps
a plastic octopus
decapus, since it has 10 legs
rather than eight.
The water is poured into a
central container and flows out
the various legs, making sure
than each sample is the same.
Zappia’s steel-jaw collects
samples of the stream bank to
be tested for metals, pesticides

and other chemicals, while
stream water is tested for chemicals. Water tests have detected
ammonia, nitrate and nitrite,
phosphorous and carbon.
A study of a little over a
square yard of water in the
stream disclosed more than
3,000 invertebrates including
2,124 caddisflies and a collection of mayflies, water mites,
beetles and stoneflies.
At an earlier visit to the
stream, a single pass electrically, stunning fish, located 162
animals including 33 tessellated
darters, 27 swallowtail shiners,
25 white suckers as well as sunfish, bullheads, chub, a shad
and even a largemouth bass and
a bullhead.
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State Senate OKs drilling ban;
west coast sanctuary proposed
Jack O’Connell, a Democrat
from Carpinteria,
The proposed sanctuary
could be drilled only in times
of public emergency, such as
a war, according to a Senate
staff analysis. Boundaries of
existing leases could be
changed by the three-member State Lands Commission.
"This is the most significant piece of legislation to
pass in 1994," said Sen. Bill
Lockyer, the Senate’s ranking
Democrat. The measure was
approved in a 22-15 vote
one more than the majority
required in the 40-member
house and returned to the
Assembly for action on 11thhour Senate amendments.

A
SACRAMENTO (AP)
ban on new oil drilling in
state waters from Oregon to
Mexico
was
narrowly
approved Saturday by the
state Senate over opposition
from the oil industry’s
biggest Senate supporter.
The proposal takes the
three
existing
regional
coastal sanctuaries all of
them the result of fierce
fights between oil interests
and environmentalists and
combines them into one,
1,100-mile long drill -protection zone.
Existing oil drilling operations would not be affected
by the legislation, which was
carried by Assemblyman
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Light rail: Student IDs only valid for two weeks
From page 1
planned to mail out the
cards after phone registration ended, but the cards
were not ready in time.
SJSU students will be
a
to ride any Santa Clara
County Transit light rail,
regular and express tranroutes
sit
bus
by presenting their SJSU

enrollment card. The
program
does
not
include Highway 17 buses.
TAP is a self-supporting
program and is subsidized
by the office of Traffic &
Parkg Operations. If the
program was to include
Highway 17, it would cost
more money.
According to Alfonso De
Alba, A.S. Transit Access

Agency.
TAP will cost SJSU students $9 per semester as
part of an alternative
transportation fee during
the two-year pilot program. The fee will be
included in the enrollment
lee.
The prepaid monthly
bus flash passes will be
discontinued for students,

Program coordinator, the
Highway 17 service may
be included when the twoyear pilot program concludes in Spring 1996.
depending on student
interest.
The program isn’t necessarily a new program
according to De Alba. It
is a prepaid agreement
with the Transportation
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but will continue for SJSU
faculty and staff.
"Our goal was to include
them in the program, and I
hope by the end of this
two-year pilot program we
have accomplished that
goal of including faculty
and staff," De Alba said.
De Alba believes the
program will benefit students by alleviating con-

gestion, freeing parking
spaces and, most importantly, helping to preserve
the environment.
"The overall goal is not
just to get people to use
public transportation to
save money," De Alba
said. "The overall goal is
to use public transportation to save the environment."

Jenkins
From page 1

attack, the victim was dragged
50 yards across campus into
a department building and
raped.
After serving less than seven
years, Jenkins was paroled to
the San Jose area in May 1986.
On Aug. 25, 1986, Jenkins
earned his second strike after
he was convicted of one count
of rape and two counts of oral
copulation resulting in another
12-year prison sentence.
Despite this pattern of violence against women, Jenkins
again was granted parole after
serving less than eight years of
his 12-year sentence.
Within two months of his second parole in 1993, Jenkins
raped a 31 -year -old San Jose
woman in a local motel. After
being convicted of a third, violent felony, Jenkins was sentenced to life in prison.
"That punishment was appropriate for Jenkins," Deputy
Edward
District
Attorney
Fernandez said. "He’s such a
threat to the community with
his record. People need to be
protected from sexual predators
like him."
Fernandez, who prosecuted
Jenkins’ final conviction, said
the Santa Clara County District
Attorney’s Office asked for
the life in prison sentence
as a result of California’s exist-

serving a life sentence at Deuel
Vocational Institution in Tracy
following his third rape conviction.
Reacting to an increase in
violent crimes and rampant
recidivism,
the
California
Legislature approved the controversial "Three Strikes and
You’re Out" initiative last
December.
The initiative, which is an
amendment to an existing law
established in 1981, calls for life
imprisonment for persons convicted of a third, violent felony.
The new law states persons convicted of a third felony, regardless of its nature, would go to
prison for life.
Stevens could be sentenced
to life in prison if he is convicted
of
another
felony.
Although Stevens earned the
title "San Jose State Rapist" as a
suspect in eight SJSU attacks in
the late 1970s, he was not alone.
In 1979, Jenkins, 35, was sentenced to 12 years and four
months in prison after he was
convicted of sexual assaulting
three women, two of them on
the SJSU campus.
During the commission of his
crimes, Jenkins would choke
and beat his victims about the
face, neck and chest. In one

ing three-strikes legislation.
"Of all the rapists I’ve convicted, fewer than half fall into
the category of a guy like
Jenkins," Fernandez said. "He is
clearly a pathological sex
offender and guys like him
aren’t going to get better or be
cured."
Fernandez said California’s
new multiple-offender law is
appropriate for chronic sex
offenders but may be too expensive in the long run.
"We want to have a feeling of
security," Fernandez said. "The
law is designed to give us this
sense of security. But the cost of
incarcerating everyone who
commits a third felony of any
kind is astronomical."
The California Department of
Corrections estimated that the
state will have to spend $17.9
billion to build prisons to hold
the additional inmates during
the next 10 years. Operation of
those prisons will cost an additional $13.5 billion over that
same time.
Although sentenced to
life in prison, Jenkins is still eligible for parole.
"He won’t be eligible for
parole for at least 20 years,"
Fernandez said. "I can’t see any
person on a parole board saying, ’Let’s give James another
chance.’
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When she got around to looking, ticket was worth $6.8 million Men get
PITTSBURG, Calif. (AP) Monica Ambriz was lucky
that she remembered where she had put the two quickpick lottery tickets she bought more than a week ago.
The tickets made her a millionaire.
"I procrastinate a lot," Ambriz said last week, after
which was sitting on
learning that one of the tickets
was worth $6.8 million.
her living room television
The Pittsburg woman’s boyfriend, Bob Misquez,
called her at work at mid morning to tell her about a
newspaper story he’d read during a work break. It
reported that a Lotto ticket bought at Rice Wine and

Liquor in Pittsburg remained unclaimed. The ticket was
worth $6.8 million.
The store’s name rang a bell with Misquez, who had
picked up the two tickets on Aug. 17 at Ambriz’s behest.
for the
But Ambriz remained unfazed at least
moment.
"When he first called me about it, I kind of wrote it
off," said the 34-year-old woman who works as a corporate travel club benefits representative.
Ambriz planned to wait to return home from work to
check the tickets, which she’d left on the television.

But, prodded by co-workers, she decided to check during her lunch hour.
On the way into the house she picked up a newspaper to check the winning numbers.
"The numbers matched," she said. "I died, I just
I reaked."
The ticket will be paid off at $341,000 a year, before
taxes, for 20 years. Ambriz’s goal for the year had been
to pay off all her bills. But now she says she’s going to
buy a bigger house and go on a cruise.
And, she joked, if Misquez is nice. he can come along.

"Simplil simplify"
Henry David Thoreau
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some say-so
in YWCA
United Way threat
prompts change
SAN FRANCISCO (Al’) Two
chapters of the Young Women’s
Christian Associatioi. have quietly proposed an administrative
makeover that would give men
more decision-making power
while continuing to bar them
from the board room.
The move follows a United
Way threat to pull more than
$350,000 in funding slated for
the Santa Clara Valley and MidPeninsula YWCA chapters. The
United Way requires all agencies to sign a statement of nondiscrimination a criteria the
YWCA chapters didn’t meet
until they agreed to give men
more power on their advisory
boards, which makes recommendations to the board of
directors.
National YWCA bylaws prohibit men from serving as directors.
Administrative changes expected to be approved by the
chapters late next month do not
permit men to become board
members. Nonetheless, the
United Way has given tentative
approval and will hold a separate vote near the end of
September to ratify the funding.
Mel Feit, the executive director of the New York-based
National Center for Men, said
the policy presents the latest
stumbling block for equal
rights.
"I would submit to you that
they’re living in the old feminist
fantasy land," Feit said from his
New York office. "It’s a way to
justify sex discrimination."
"The fantasies can exist when
you create your own rules."
Linda Kibler, executive director of the YWCA in the Santa
Clara Valley, explained the organization’s efforts as an attempt
to "level the playing field" of
professional opportunity for
women.
"This is one of the only
opportunities for women in this
country to totally serve on a
board," Kibler said. "Our mission is empowering women, and
giving them growth and leadership opportunities."
The YWCA’s policy prohibiting men in the board room
comes from a 135-year-old
bylaw that states that board
members must be "voting members." Article 5, Section 1 in the
same National Constitution
states that men and boys are
called YWCA associates, and
"are not considered members."
The YWCA’s predicament
bears a striking similarity to a
1992 decision by the United
Way to deny funding to six San
Francisco Bay area Boy Scout of
America councils. The Boy
Scouts’ policy bars gay youth
and adults from membership
and leadership roles.
The year prior to the decision, the local Boy Scouts
received $849,000 in funding
from the United Way.
Kibler says giving men equal
opportunity to excel in the
boardroom is "not our mission." She firmly denies her
chapter discriminates and
maintains the YWCA reflects
her community.
For Kibler, the mission isn’t a
double standard, it’s a chance
to make amends.
"It would only play in reverse
if men didn’t have equal earning
power," Kibler said. "If that was
reversed, I don’t think (Felt)
could really say that it was a
double standard. Our goal is
equality. We’ll know our work is
done when that happens."
The
Bureau
of
Labor
Statistics reports that in 1993,
the national median weekly
Income for men was $514.
Women’s median income was
reported at $395, or 76 percent
that of men.
But Feit challenged Kibler’s
premise that males’ history of
financial independence predisposes them to leadership.
"In my view it Is out and out
ridiculous," Feit said. "The
truth Is that men earn more
money and women spend most
of it."
"What’s really on the table is
that the women’s movement
started with the goal of equality. Somewhere along the line it
got Infused with hatred for men
and male sexuality," Feit said.
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On health,
there’s a
new Kerrey
Old Clinton foe
is now a minimalist
liy Jill Lawrence
\
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Bat( k III 1992, when he was
running for president, Bob
Kerrey wanted to scrap private
health insurance, raise taxes
by $230 billion and set up a
government-financed health
system. He called it "the only
real solution."
But times have changed and
so has Kerrey. Now the
Nebraska Democrat i a pillar
of the self-described "mainstream" Senate group that’s
promoting a modest, marketbased reform plan derided as
minimalist by his old allies.
The conversion has put
Kerrey at the center of whatever action is left this year on
health reform. It also has prolonged and exacerbated his
prickly relationship with the
man who beat him out for the
White House.
The Clinton-Kerrey dynamic
has been laced with unusual
tension from the start. Clinton
avoided the Vietnam draft;
Kerrey served, lost half a leg
and won the Medal of Honor.
Just last month, in a contretemps in Nebraska, Kerrey
found himself defending
remarks he’d made about
Clinton in 1992. "I said he was
going to be opened up like a
soft-shell peanut" by the opposition, he recalled. "I never
said Bill Clinton was a draftdodger. I never said terrible
things about his intention, his
desires."
Relations seemed to hit rock
bottom when Clinton had to
plead with Kerrey for the final
vote needed to pass his massive economic plan last year.
Their conversations were
punctuated with obscenities
and phone slamming.
When Kerrey finally came
through, it was grudgingly. He
said he was doing it because
Clinton said it would save his
presidency. Behind the scenes,
he bargained to become head
of a commission on how to cut
federal spending.
Kerrey gives several explanations for his health care
odyssey. No. 1, he says, "there’s
unprecedented
an
been
change in the market, in its
capacity to control costs."
Nos. 2 and 3 are his discoveries that wealthy people
receive health care tax subsidies and direct payments "at
the expense of people who
don’t have much income,"
and that soaring entitlement
the subject of his
spending
commission is a "terrifying
problem."
Some experts would dispute
his first point, and the second
two points were true when he
ran for president. There may
be another facet to Kerrey’s
transformation: the reality
check provided by his brief
presidential fling.
"We have to have the consent of the people," he says
now.
It’s hard to reconcile today’s
hard-nosed pragmatist with
the utopian dreamer who campaigned through the snows of
New Hampshire.
Kerrey himself was a successful restaurateur who didn’t
provide insurance to his parttime workers. Some saw a contradiction there. He saw an
illustration of the need for
national health insurance.
His plan, he bragged at the
guarantee
would
time,
coverage for every American,
strictly control costs, cover
long-term care and prescription drugs.
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Weighing in with a tub
’Colonel’ pushes 8-pounder in fast-food war
NEW YORK (AP) Under
pressure from other fast-food
outlets that sell roasted
chicken, KFC is offering an
eight-pound meal deal for
roughly the same price as two
pizzas.
KFC is set to launch an
advertising blitz Monday
introducing the Mega Meal,
which includes about eight
pieces of fried chicken or one
whole roasted chicken, potatoes, biscuits and dessert for
a suggested price of $14.99.
Drinks are not included.

Futon Lifestyles

The sponsors say the loud
which weighs in at eight
pounds is enough food to
feed a group of four to six and
the price comes to about the
same as what it would cost
for two pizzas.
The promotion comes as
Louisville-based KFC faces
pressure to improve earnings
and compete more effectively
with fast-food outlets that
specialize in roasted rather
than fried chicken.
Mega Meal dinners offer
roasted and fried chicken.
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Japan’s ’Schindler’ may have saved
up to 8,000 Jews, researcher reports
TOKYO (AP) A Japanese
diplomat saved the lives of up to
8,000 Jews fleeing the Nazis, a
number greater than previously
estimated, Japanese officials
today cited a U.S. researcher as
saying.
Many Jewish refugees were
able to reach safety by traveling
through the former Soviet Union
to Japan and other points after
the diplomat, Chiune Sugihara,
issued Japanese transit visas to
them in Lithuania in 1940.
Previously, the number of
Jews helped by Sugihara’s visas
had been estimated at 6,000.
Hillel Levin, director of the
Center for Judaic Studies at
Boston University found 1,944

PLATE( /RM
BEDS

SAVINGS OF

$188

40-60%

names to add to the new total.
Japanese officials said.
Shinji Miura, an official of the
ministry’s diplomatic record
office, said Levin calculated that
since each visa was used for an
entire family, the number of
Jews involved might have been
as high as 8,000.
After the war, Sugihara was
dismissed from the foreign service, apparently due to his
actions in Lithuania. He died in
1986.
His actions received greater
recognition after release of the
Oscar-winning film "Schindler’s
List," about a German industrialist who saved thousands of Jews
during the war.
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Legislature heads into hectic 3-day finale Michael who?
By Jennifer Kerr
Associated Press Writer

SACRAMENTO It’s a time
procrastinators dread. And the
California Legislature contains
some of the most dedicated followers of the "tomorrow is
another day" philosphy.
Wednesday is the final day of
the 1994 legislative session.
That means Assembly and
Senate members have only
three hectic days to get hundreds of bills through both
houses and to the governor’s
desk before adjournment.

Adjournment this year means
two months of campaigning for
election.
November
the
Lawmakers, whether seeking reelection or another office, want
to be able to tout a stack of
Impressive new laws, particularly ones getting tough on
crime, with their names on
them.
In isolated rooms in the
Capitol or secluded tables in
nearby restaurants, lawmakers
and lobbyists are trying to
devise last-minute compromises
on issues such as bonds, gambling regulation, endangered

species, business tax breaks,
campaign reform and anti-crime
and gun bills.
Lawmakers and Gov. Pete
Wilson still haven’t decided
whether to put prison or school
on
the
bond
measures
November ballot. Both growing
systems need money for new
buildings, but politicians are
acutely aware that voters in
June rejected $5.9 billion in
bonds for schools, colleges,
earthquake repairs and parks.
The fate of proposed gambling regulation is also uncertain. The bills would create a
five-member gambling commission, similar to Nevada’s, to regulate card rooms, which are the
nation’s fastest growing gambling sector. Attorney General
Dan Lungren is backing the bills,
saying the locally regulated card
rooms can lead to problems
such as drug sales, money laundering, loan sharking, vice and
other organized crime.
Business and environmentalist groups have been working
for weeks on rewriting the
state’s endangered species laws.
The Legislature’s top two
leaders, Assembly Speaker
Willie Brown, D-San Francisco,
and Senate President Pro Tern
Bill Lockyer, 1)-San Leandro, are
pushing business tax breaks.

Their proposals
include giving
businesses a tax
credit for opening or expanding
headquarters in
the state and
cutting the business tax rate,
which is 9.3 perBrown
Lockyer
cent.
is also working
on a bill with very slim chances
for passage and a signature that
would impose campaign contribution limits and create a
spending limit-public financing
system for legislative races.
Such a bill would need voter
approval because voters have
approved an initiative banning
public financing.
This year’s anti-crime furor,
aggravated by the O.J. Simpson
murder case, prompted dozens
of bills increasing penalties, particularly for spouse abuse. One
bial, for example, would prohibit
anyone named in a domestic
violence restraining order from
possessing a gun.
There is a slight catch for
crime bills. While the regular
session ends Wednesday night,
a special session called to deal
with budget, disaster and crime
problems can continue until
Nov. 30.
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Yes, it’s the first day of classes,

and this is an election quiz
By Nicholas Geranios
Associated Press Writer

SACRAMENTO Wake up,
California. You’re choosing your
next generation of political leaders on Nov. 8.
Don’t listen to those who say
you are easily diverted by
things like the O.J. Simpson
trial. Don’t let the millions of
dollars spent by candidates to
smear each other go to waste.
Here’s an election test to
prove you are fit to vote.
If you’ve read this far, give
yourself two points. But if you
know who Al Cowlings is,
deduct three points.
Anyone answering at least
half the questions right should
consider opening a political
consulting firm.
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I. Who is Kathleen Brown?
a) Pat Brown’s sister. b) Jerry
Brown’s mother. c) Willie
Brown’s daughter. d) Mrs. Van
Gordon Sauter. e) Democratic
candidate and one-time sure
thing for governor.
2. Who is the governor of
California?
a) Robert Shapiro. b) Peter
Wilson. c) Dianne Feinstein. d)
Heidi Fleiss.
3. True or False
Prison guards earn an average of $45,000 per year, while
University of California tenured
associate professors start at
$43,100. Bonus question: Who
would you rather have watching Charles Manson?
4. The bill to authorize paddling of teen-agers is
directed at stopping which
crimes?
a) Drug dealing. b) Graffiti. c)
Failure to vote. d)Sexual harassment of part-time employees.
5. How many new prisons is
the state expected to need
in the next nine years
because of the new "Three
Strikes" sentencing law?
a) 11. b) 17. c) 20 prisons and
six country clubs. d) 41.
6. Which of these governor
and Senate candidates graduated from Stanford, -Yale
or Harvard?
a) Dianne Feinstein. b) Peter
Wilson. c) Michael Huffington.
d) Kathleen Brown. e) All of the
above.
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7.
Who
Huffington?
a) Free-spending husband of
author Arianna Stassinopoulos.
b) Free-spending GOP candidate for U.S. Senate. c) Freespending congressman from
Santa Barbara. d) Free-spending
scion of a Texas oil and gas fortune. e) All of the above.
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8. The Save Our State
Initiative would:
a) Demand the Sacramento
Kings leave town. b) Prevent
representing
Texans
from
California in Congress. c) Deny
public schooling to children
who are illegal immigrants. d)
Build a giant moat at the
California-Mexico border.
9. The proposition to create
statewide anti-smoking laws
is being sponsored by:
a) The American Cancer
Society. b) The American
Medical Association. c) The
American Lung Association. d)
All of the above. e) None above.
10. True or false
The actual sponsor of the
smoking proposition is the
Philip Morris tobacco company,
which seeks to weaken a new
state law that bans smoking in
most workplaces.
11. Who is Gray Davis?
a) A social club for old people
in the city of Davis. b) Bette
Davis’ husband. c) Democratic
candidate for lieutenant governor. d) GOP candidate for
Insurance Commissioner.
12.
Which
of
these
California politicians is
seeking re-election to their
present job?
a) Lt. Gov. Cathie Wright. b)
Secretary of State Bill Jones.
c)Controller Kathleen Connell.
d) Insurance Commissioner Art
Torres. e) Attorney General Dan
Lungren.
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13. Sonny Bono is running
for?
a) Mayor of Palm Springs. b)
U.S. Senate. c) The Cher Fan
Club. d) U.S. House.
14. The percentage of eligible voters in California who
cast ballots in the June primary election?
a) 1 percent. b) 25 percent. c)
35 percent. d) 99.44 percent.
15. Which of these was NOT
one of Kathleen Brown’s
political slogans?
a) A different shade of Brown.
b) America’s Best Treasurer for
America’s Worst Economy. c)
Born to Run. d) Restore the
California Promise.
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Video game
tests skills
at schussing

ATLANTA (AP)
Broadcasting executive
Ted Turner announced at a graduation ceremony Saturday that he has skin cancer, then
left, saying he was scheduled for surgery.
Turner, 55, was to give the keynote address
at Georgia State University’s commencement,
but he spoke for less than five minutes.
"I’m going straight from here to a skin cancer
operation," Turner told the students and their
families. "The one piece of advice I can give

By William Schiffman

Tetris is perhaps the most
and maybe the
acclaimed
puzzle game in
most popular
history. It hit the gaming world
like a bomb, sold zillions of
copies and variations have
poured from the minds of programmers ever since.
Well, there’s a new one, carrying on the hallowed tradition
Tetris 2.
12 (not to be confused with
the movie blockbuster, please)
is a Nintendo production
($49.95 for SNES) and it’s more
entertaining than the original.
12 offers two modes. The first
is similar to Ti, requiring the
to
that’s you
player
rearrange falling blocks so three
or more blocks of the same
color line up and are blipped off
the screen.
But unlike the original, there
are three types of blocks on
Flash blocks, Fixed
screen
blocks and Falling blocks.
The Fixed blocks are on the
screen when the game begins,
and you have to get rid of them
to clear the round. The Flashing
blocks have a special value
get rid of them and all the
blocks of that color are gone.
I’m not explaining the Falling
blocks. Sorry.
The puzzle mode works
about the same way, but gives
you only a set amount of falling
blocks to work your magic.
My favorite was a two-player
game against the computer, racing to clear the screen before
the guy In the box does.
If you liked Tetris, you have
to get Tetris 2. It’s twice as
much fun.
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Denny beating defendant arrested

Ted Turner tells grads he has cancer, leaves for surgery

Associated Press Writer

Kinda warm at your place?
There’s a great way to cool
off, courtesy of Electro Brain.
Take a run down the slopes
with Skiing and Snowboarding
Tommy Moe’s Winter Extreme
($62.95 for Super Nintendo).
Aside from the unwieldy title,
this is an interesting and
unusual game. It covers two
areas that rarely (if ever) show
up on video game shelves
downhill skiing and snowboarding.
And it does it in a very realistic, graphically exciting and
entertaining way.
In this one- or two-player
cart, pick skis or snowboard
and select training mode to
practice the runs. The runs are
against a clock; in training
you’re racing against the best
time for that run.
The Freeride mode pits you in
competition against the clock.
You start out with a set amount
of time and must reach certain
checkpoints before that time
expires. If you do, additional
time is added and you head for
the next checkpoint.
If you fail, you have to walk
back to the top and start over.
No chairlift for you, loser.
In the compete mode, you
can race in the slalom, giant
slalom or downhill. In each, you
can choose either snowboard
or skis to try the four "challenges." Each challenge consists of three races.
In the first race of each challenge, you have to finish in the
top seven to move on; in the
second race, the top five; in the
third, the top three. You do
receive a password after each
challenge, so you don’t have to
do the entire competition over
again.
The track is littered with
moguls, trees, rocks and chunks
of ice, not to mention the gates
in the slalom competition.
And yes, it’s as hard as it
sounds. You set the speed with
the B button on your controller,
and you can go as slowly as you
want to avoid becoming one
with a pine. But speed is the
name of the game, and if you
cruise, you lose.
In this contest, the tortoise is
turtle soup.
When the game first arrived, I
was dubious. I’m often that way,
in fact.
But Tommy Moe won me
over. It’s fast, it’s fun, it’s
unique. There are plenty of ninjas, space aliens and superheroes around, but there’s only
one Skiing and Snowboarding
Tommy Moe’s Winter Extreme.
With a title like that, it may be
a good thing.
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LOS ANGELES (AP) Antoine
Miller, on probation in the 1992
riot beating of trucker Reginald
Denny, has been arrested for
investigation of shooting a semiautomatic handgun at people he
had been arguing with.
Miller was arrested Friday on
suspicion of assault with a
deadly weapon just blocks from
the riot flashpoint where Denny

you is put on sunscreen and wear a hat."
"A minor skin cancer is being removed from
his lip," Turner spokesman Michael Oglesby
said "Prognosis is for a complete recovery."
It could not be immediately determined
where Turner was hospitalized.
Turner is the founder and owner of Turner
Broadcasting System Inc., which operates
Cable News Network, TBS SuperStation, Turner
Network Television and Headline News.

was attacked.
Miller reportedly got Into an
argument with passengers in a
car, then ran into a house and
returned with a 9mm semiautomatic handgun. He fired the gun
at three passengers in the car,
said Deputy Police Chief Mark
Kroeker. No one was wounded.
Miller, 22, was booked Friday
and was being held without bail.
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Citadel challenger still lacks uniform
CHARLESTON, S.C. (AP)
Shannon Faulkner has begun a
new semester at The Citadel on
wearing a black pants suit with
her flowing brown hair, instead
of a gray uniform with a shaved
head.
Even as she started her second semester of day classes at
the state military college, her
lawyers worked to push her sexdiscrimination lawsuit toward
the nation’s highest court.
Although Faulkner, 19, is
attending classes under a federal judge’s order, his decision

declaring the school’s all-male
policy unconstitutional and
allowing her to become a cadet
has been blocked while an
appeals court considers the
case.
The 4th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals decision will keep
Faulkner out of the corps until at
least next fall.
Had Faulkner joined the
corps, U.S. District Judge C.
Weston Houck had given the
school permission to shave her
head, like other first-year
"knobs," and to house her in a

private room in the college infirmary.
Her attorneys filed motions
this week asking the appeals
court to expedite the case, now
set to be heard in December.
It’s important to keep the case
moving so if, as expected, it
goes to the U.S. Supreme Court,
the justices can make a final ruling before next fall, said Val
Vojdik, one of her lawyers.
Faulkner would be a junior
next fall and it would be her last
chance to join the corps under
school rules.
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NEW YORK (AP)
It’s
over for the uptown girl and
the piano man: A judge
signed the divorce of Billy
Joel and Christie Brinkley,
the Daily News reported.
The nine-year marriage of
the musician, 45, and the
model, 40, was dissolved
Thursday by Justice Phyllis
Gangel-Jacob.
Details regarding the couple’s custody arrangements
for their daughter Alexa
Ray, 8, were not released.
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Then it was cool, man;
now it’s hot and spicy
SAN DIEGO (Al’)
Forget the
coffee scene where cappuccinosipping literature lovers listen
to poets do their thing in crowded, smoky cafes.
Poets from the San DiegoTijuana area brought their spoken word performances this
weekend to a place where people eat, talk and break down
social barriers the taco shop.
"We want the locals to get
engaged," said a musician
named Zopilote, who performed
with Man-tek-ozo, a beatnikstyle group complete with
bongo drums and cool attitudes.
"You can spend $2.50 for a
cup of coffee in a modern-day,
gentrified coffee shop, but it
doesn’t have the right atmosphere. We’re bringing it here, to
real people."
In the last four weeks, the
Centro Cultural de la Raza in San
Diego has held readings at three
taco shops here and one in
Tijuana to bring poetry to people who might not otherwise be
exposed to it. The Centro
Cultural de la Raza promotes
artistic endeavors across the
U.S.-M,:xico border, focusing on
Chicano, Mexican and indigenous Indian art.
Taco shops dot the landscape
of the American southwest and
are as much a part of the regional culture as surfboards and
adobe houses.
"Taco shops are a mixing
place where people can sit down
and talk and they’re not necessarily patronized by just
Mexicans," said Adolfo Guzman
Lopez, who coordinated the

poetry readings.
On Friday night, the center
brought Chorizo Tonguefire:
The Taco Shop Readings to
Roberto’s taco shop in the
Golden Hill neighborhood of San
Diego. Chorizo is a spicy
Mexican sausage.
Poets were asked to write
about the cultural significance
of taco shops, the neighborhoods where they’re located
and the role they play in the
community.
Roberto’s is in the middle of a
strip shopping center anchored
on opposite ends by a convenience store and a laundromat.
Patrons from the working-class
neighborhood are more likely to
hear Mexican folk songs blaring
from a jukebox than sensitive
poets pouring their hearts out
about love gone bad and
America’s immigration policy.
Performers spoke in English
and Spanish at microphones
outside the restaurant’s front
doors as listeners leaned
against cars or sat on oil stains
and tire marks in the parking lot.
For soft-spoken John Partida,
15, it was a chance to perform
for the first time to a supportive
audience. For the occasion, he
penned a poem titled "Taco
Shop Love."
Partida’s mom, Linda Arriaga
of National City, said she was
glad to see her son involved in a
creative activity.
"It’s about our culture,"
Arriaga said. "We’re Mexican
and this is something good and
positive. It’s not about gangs or
drugs. I’m proud of him."

Welcome Back Spartans!
We look forward to discussing
Career Opportunities with you.
The T1-68 solves up to fit:
simultaneous equations.
performs complex number
functions and offers formula
programming.

From the Alumni
of San Jose State University
Price Waterhouse LLP, San Jose
Sheryl Allen
Jeanette Anderson
Kirin Barnett
Steve Byrne
Larry Casey
Laura Durr

Liz Estrada
Emily Fukada
Alan Lee
Elise Miller
Brad Mortensen
Carol Nanamura
Clare Piech

Jennifer Reed
Don Robertson
Michael Sallander
Judy Wang
Liz Wells
Diana Whipple

There’s A Prerequisite For Every Class.
Get the year off to a great start with a TI Scientific or Business Calculator. They’re
designed for students and professionals. Recommended by professors. And perfectly
matched to your major and coursework.

Price Waterhouse up

No matter which classes you’re taking, TI Scientific and Business Calculators are
what you need to succeed. Try one at your local TI retailer today, or for more information,

411,

call 1 -800-TI -CARES.
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The TI-36X SOLAR, a general
purpose workhorse, is powered
hi 1NYLITE " solar cells so
ne%er need batteries.

The BA II PLUS has unique
displaN prompts that guide you
through problems. It offers
basic business functions like
time-value-of-money, plus
cash flow analysis for internal rate of return (MR) and
net present value (NPV).
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. Jerry Bobrow, has written
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programs for 26 California
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Ozone’s filtering a few more rays these days

’Dr. King would not have supported this bill.
This does not meet the moral test.’ Jesse Jackson

Jackson blasts Clinton 4.
on crime bill, says he
might run again in ’96

lt 110

WASHINGTON (AP)
Jesse Jackson has
accused President Clinton of turning his back
on black and urban America and says he is
strongly considering challenging Clinton in
1996, either in Democratic primaries or as an
independent.
Jackson, who has had a tumultuous relationship with Clinton for several years, assailed the
president for selling "a Draconian crime bill as
a wolf in sheep’s clothing" and for abandoning
positions Jackson said had earned Clinton
black support.
"I have not made a decision to do it but all
options are open," Jackson said in an interview
Friday. One of the ways to get the attention of
this administration and the country is to challenge the direction and priorities of the leadership."
Jackson said he had no timetable for making
a decision. He said he had recently asked for a
meeting with Clinton to discuss his concerns
"but we have not been granted that audience."
As he ponders a 19% run, Jackson, who
unsuccessfully sought the Democratic presidential nomination in 1984 and 1988, said there
were three options.
"The first is that the administration will
change course, but that appears unlikely
because the DLC-Republican alliance seems to
be set," he said. The DLC is the Democratic
Leadership Council, a centrist group Clinton
headed before entering the presidential race.
The organization pointedly refused to allow
Jackson to address its 1991 annual meeting,
saying he did not reflect its moderate agenda.
"The second option is the primary route,"
Jackson said. "But the option that would have
the most impact would be the independent
option in the general election."
Several Democratic Party officials noted
Jackson has made similar grumblings before
and predicted he ultimately would not run. But
several said the White House brought the problem on itself by refusing to periodically consult
with Jackson. They conceded that his criticisms were particularly harsh, and that a
Jackson candidacy could be damaging espe-

MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) After
25 years of failed appeals in
criminal courts, the confessed
killer of Martin Luther King Jr.
has filed a $46 million civil lawsuit continuing his claim of a
conspiracy in the murder.

els
Jackson

cially if he ran as an independent and attracted
sufficient financial support.
In getting 19 percent of the vote in 1992, Ross
Perot drained Republican voters away from
George Bush in several critical states; Jackson
could have the same effect on Clinton.
"We tried this once," said Donald Sweitzer,
the Democratic National Committee political
director, referring to Sen. Edward M. Kennedy’s
challenge of President Carter in the 1980
Democratic primaries. "We thereby handed the
presidency to the Republicans for 12 years. We
should not do it again."
Speaking in an angry, defiant tone, Jackson
said Clinton had done virtually nothing to help
urban and black America.
"In 1992, we worked real hard and voted for
an urban policy and urban development and
economic stimulus," he said. "For converting
an excessive military budget into domestic
reinvestment, for jobs and job training, arid
racial equality and social justice. That’s what
we voted for.
"Instead we are fast-tracking off jobs to
Mexico, the Bush program, leaving Haitians
locked in an inferno, again the Bush program.
Instead we have a Draconian crime bill which is
a combination of Kool-Aid and cyanide, more
jails, more sentences, and 60 more ways to electrocute."
It was the president’s aggressive support of
the crime bill that earned Clinton the harshest
criticisms from Jackson, who said the death
penalty and other tougher sentencing provisions would be disproportionately applied to
blacks. Ironically, conservative Republicans
have criticized the bill as not tough enough,
and as laden with spending on programs they
complained would be disproportionately
steered to Democratic big-city mayors.
In selling the crime measure, Jackson said
Clinton "made more jails and more police and
more sentencing and more executions sacred,
and went to church and said that was God’s
Dr. (Martin Luther) King would not have
supported this bill. This does not meet the
moral test."

Ray tries new tactic in King slaying

WASHINGTON (Al’)
The
protective ozone layer over
North America has rebounded
from its extremely low level of
two winters ago, but that doesn’t mean it’s time to relax.
High-altitude "ozone over the
U.S. during the winter of 19931994 recovered from the record
low values of the previous winter," a team of scientists reports
in
Geophysical
Research
Letters. Ozone levels that were
as much as 15 percent below
normal in 1992-1993 have risen
to slightly above normal.
The layer of ozone high in the
atmosphere helps block dangerous ultraviolet radiation from
the sun. Too much of this radia-

tion can lead to skin cancer, premature aging of the skin and eye
damage.
Samuel J. Oltmans, one of the
researchers, stressed that the
recovery of the ozone layer
doesn’t mean it’s safe to spend
time in the sun without protection.
"There’s still the long-term
decline (in ozone) that’s been
going on for the past dozen
years or so," he said.
"The recovery really is a
recovery to the levels represented by the long-term decline, it’s
not a recovery to levels that we
saw in the mid-1970s," he said.
Researchers at the University
of Athens, Greece, reported in

the same issue of the journal
that their studies indicate a perdecade decline in ozone levels
of 2.5 percent in summer and 7
percent in winter over populated areas.
Chemicals from the eruption
of Mount Pinatubo in the
Philippines helped cause the
unusual ozone decline in the
winter of 1992-93, but that material has largely settled out of the
air, scientists report.
The new study was based on
measurements of ozone in the
atmosphere above Nashville,
Tenn.; Fresno, Calif.; Wallops
Island, Va., and Boulder, Colo.
Satellite measurements of ozone
had similar findings.

Get it Free!

The Inside Track to
Law, Med, Business, or Grad School
You’ve cleared your first hurdle:
You want to go to Law, Med,
Business, or Grad School.
Now find out how to get into
the school of your dreams
at a free seminar!

Get into Law, Med,
Business or Grad School!

Learn How to Master These Hurdles:
4N, How to organize the process
41. How to choose the right school for you
O. When to apply
MD The importance of test scores
40 How to get good recommendations
410 Write a winning personal statement
as How to find financial aid
411. How to get a higher LSAT, MCAT, GMAT, GRE score

Get a higher LSAT,MCAT,
GMAT or GRE score!

Saturday, September 17th
Seats are Limited’ Call 1 -800-KR-TEST by
September 16th To Reserve Your Seat’

James Earl Ray, who pleaded
guilty in 1969 to murdering King
but has tried to take back his
plea, contends in the lawsuit
filed Thursday that he was set
up for King’s 1968 slaying by a
man he knew only as "Raoul."

Need Extra Units?
Evergreen Valley College
is still just $13 a unit!
It’s not too late
to register for the following transferrable
courses starting throughout September:
Art 90
Comm. Studies 102
Comm. Studies 40
Comm. Studies 45
English 1A & 1B
Family Studies 72
History 1
History 22
Philosophy 10
Physical Education 12
Physical Education 40
Physical Education 55
Political Science 1
Psychology 10
Real Estate 122
Real Estate 126
Social Science 42

Art Appreciation and History
Overcoming Speech Anxiety
Introduction to Argument
Small Group Communication
English Composition
Parent Child Relationships
Survey of American History
Mexican/American History
Introduction to Philosophy
Self-Defense
Tennis
Aerobics with Music
American Government
General Psychology
Principles of Real Estate
Real Estate Finance
Asian/American Culture

Plus Business & Office Courses!
The above courses are being offered at the
main campus during Mini -Semester beginning
September 24, and at Rancho Milpitas School
on Yellowstone Avenue in Milpitas starting
September 27.

Call NOW for Registration Information!

Evergreen Valley College
3095 Yerba Buena Road (at San Felipe Road)
San Jose, CA 95135

(408) 270-6441
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TREE
DEAL
Right now, Wells Fargo is working with Plant-lt 2000
a non-profit foundation, to plant more than 25,000
trees in our California forests For every new student
checking account that’s opened before October 31st
we’ll plant a treel

For The
Environment

Open The Checking Account
That Plants A Tree ... And
Gives You Summers FREE.
Check out Wells Fargo’s Student
ATM Checking"" account
No monthly fees every June, July
and August while you’re in college
Unlimited access to over 1.800 Wells Fargo
Express"’ ATMs, many right on campus
Free WellsExtra* Savings account
Unlimited checkwriting with no per -check charges

Free T -Shirt
With Checking And Visa!

Get A Student Visa For Extra
Cash At College.
First year membership fee FREE, when you link
your Visa to your Wells Fargo checking account for
Overdraft Protection
Instant cash at over 100,000 PLUS* and
STAR SYSTEM’ ATMs
Start building a credit history for the future

Sign up today! Stop by your
nearest Wells Fargo branch,
or call 1-800-338-3038 ext 158.
At nof fnol lee, apply I %hats available vehrle aupplres lad Prcol ot enrollment and
other yualdrng coteria fequtredIs, Student Vox, apphcanon
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Spartans hope to rebound from disappointing year
By Jim Seimas
Spartan Daily Staff Mntet

The San Jose State football
team. 2-9 last season, is readying

itself to hit an unsympathetic
schedule of opponents.
"Hit" may be the operative
word, according to Spartan
Coach John Ralston.

Stanford University Medical Center
research study offers:
20 weeks of free treatment
for Bulimia Nervosa
Women between the ages of 18-50
call (415) 723-2242

"The defense will be substantially improved. It’s a more physical defense," he said.
The Spartans gave up an average of 410 yards and 31 points
per game during the 1993 campaign.
"We were terrible. There was
were just
no problems we
awful. Now the players have
another year under their belts
and we have a couple of recruits
that will really help out," Ralston
said.
Six starters return to the
defense including Dan Godfrey
(5-11, 217), a 1993 first-team AllBig West selection, and Theron
Miller (6-0, 235).
"Even the corners want to hit.

We make your life easier in so many ways!
reports
thesis
dissertations
projects
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computer
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and.. so
much more!
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NEW FOR FALL

That adds to the team’s toughness," Godfrey said.
He leads all returnees In tackles, compiling 121 last season.
Junior college transfers David
Elzey (5-11, 230) and Jacob
Malae (5-11, 230) are figured by
Ralston to contribute at linebacker.
Returning cornerback Dee
Grayer (6-0, 198). an All-Big West
selection, and junior college
transfer, Johnny Harper (5-11,
195) will provide help in the secondary.
Strong spring performances
have also been turned in by
Darrin Jones (6-1, 211) a strong
safety, and defensive linemen
Brian Turpin (6-2, 255), Alex
Rodriguez (6-2, 290) and Mike
Snell (6-4, 275) at center.
On offense, Alli Abrew (6-0,
187), back-up to Jeff Garcia, who
is now in the Canadian Football
League, last season has stepped
into the starting role, filling the
vacancy.
Abrew completed 7 of 11 passes for 84 yards last season in
seeing limited playing time.
"He has a lot of ability. He’s a
good passer if we can protect
for him and not get him knocked
around so that he loses his confidence," Ralston said.
Abrew will have several
options to dump the ball. Brian
Lundy (5-10, 165) and Jerry
Reese (5-11,177) return to a
strong core of receivers that
also include Jacobbi Williams (511, 175) and David Doyle (5-11,
180).
Lundy had team-leading 46
catches for 712 yards. Reese
caught 26 passes for 478 yards,
with a team-leading seven touchdowns.
"Magazines are saying we
have the best receivers in the
Big West. Our receivers are confident about that, and we’re
shooting for national recognition," Reese said.

MONIQUE SCHOENFELDSPARTAN DAILY
Spartan football defensive line coach Ron DeMonner gives freshman
defensive end Jerald Perry a supportive touch during practice last week.
The Spartan football team will match up against Fresno State Saturday at
Bulldog Stadium in Fresno.
He said he is surprised about
how well Abrew handles himself.
"He reads the defense real
well and learns real fast. He
bounces back from mistakes, if
he makes one. He doesn’t let it
get him down. He’ll come back
with a great next play."
A strong group of tight ends
also will serve as an option for
Abrew. Aaron Jones (6-2, 228),
Brian Roche (6-4, 243), and
Anthony Griffin (6-3, 220) are

battling for the starting spot.
Ralston says Roche is by far
the fastest, and Jones is possibly
the best blocker, but regardless,
all three will share playing time.
Donald Lindsey (5-10, 188)
leads all tailback candidates. ; le
grossed 290 yards in 73
attempts, increasing his rushing
total in each of his three seasons.
Joe Nedney (6-4, 204) returns
as the team’s placekicker.

Fs

associated students

NEW POLICY ON ACADEMIC RENEWAL
YOU DO NOT HAVE TO BE ON PROBATION. Students in good standing and
those who are disqualified may choose Academic Renewal.

student activities

YOUR INSTRUCTOR CAN APPROVE ACADEMIC RENEWAL. The new Add
Form has space to indicate Academic Renewal. Your instructor’s signature on the form
indicates approval.

THERE IS A UNIT LIMIT.
If you entered SJSU with less than 56 transferable units, you can do up to 18
units of Academic Renewal.
If you entered SJSU with 56 transferable units or more, you can do up to 9 units
of Academic Renewal.
AND...the unit count begins in Fall, 1994. Any Academic Renewal completed

PICK UP YOUR FREE BROCHURE IN
THE STUDENT ACTIVITIES OFFICE

prior to Fall does not count in the total.

IF YOU HAVE OTHER QUESTIONS ABOUT ACADEMIC
RENEWAL, TALK WITH YOUR ADVISOR.

Session #1 Sign Ups

End Sept. 2

ENROLLMENT/TRANSIT CARDS
From August 29 THROUGH SEPTEMBER 11 you will be able to use your blue and
white SJSU identification card to ride Santa Clara County Transit.

We are mailing goldenrod Verification of Enrollment letters to all students who have
paid fees. This letter will allow you access to campus services such as the Event Center
and the library until you receive your official Enrollment/Transit Card.

Start Aug. 29
Start Aug. 29

The official Enrollment/Transit Cards will be mailed to you on or before September 7.
PLEASE MAKE SURE THAT WE HAVE YOUR CORRECT ADDRESS ON FILE
SO THE ENROLLMENT/TRANSIT CARD WILL REACH YOU.
You may use the kiosks to change your address, or leave a Change of Address form at
the Assessment Center.

OFFICE HOURS
ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS
STUDENT FINANCIAL SERVICES/CASHIERING
FINANCIAL AID
August 29 - September 16:
September 19 - remainder of term:

Monday - Friday
Monday - Friday

9:00 am - 5:(X) pm
9:00 am - 4:00 pm

Evening Hours:

Wednesday, August 31
Wednesday, September 7
Thursday, September 8
Wednesday, September 14

9:00 am
9:t10 am
9:00 am
9:00 am

- 6:30 pm
- 6:30 pm
- 6:30 pm
- 6:30 pm

IStarts S

STOP BY OUR WELCOME DAY TABLE
GIVEAWAYS!
FREE
FOR
8/31
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WAC exposure will benefit Spartan athletic programs
When looking
what the iniinto the crystal
tials SJSU
ball for the future
mean. This
of San Jose State
will
make
sports, it seems
our academincredibly beautiic degrees
ful in comparison
more recogto the bleak past.
nized
A view of the clear
nationwide.
sphere shows one
For
sport will be the
example, if
Spears
on
Sports
leader in bringing
Notre Dame
SJSU athletics out
didn’t have
of the abyss of second-rate com- a
football
program
or
petition. The program goes by Georgetown didn’t have a basthe name of Spartan football.
ketball program, would their
A name tag won’t be needed schools be nationally-known or
anymore for SJSU athletics, and their academic degrees widely
it should become easier to respected?
become a recognized figure in
Let’s look at the Fresno State
collegiate sports.
football program. In the 80s, as a
The Spartans will have the member of the Big West
opportunity to be seen on ABC Conference, the Bulldogs were
or ESPN during their inaugural contenders for the California
year in ’96 in the Western Bowl from ’85-90, but they lost
Athletic Conference. This will out to SJSU in ’86, ’88 and ’90
give the school a chance to earn (Cal. Raisin Bowl).
a estimated $3.5 million a seaNot only did they lose out
son.
going to a few bowl games, but
Furthermore, a successful sea- they missed out in signing many
son will give the Spartans the players who ended up as
possibility of playing in the Spartans. Athletes who would
Cotton Bowl or the Holiday rather be in the Bay Area than in
Bowl, thus making SJSU a house- a small hick town.
hold name, instead of being in
But after their move to the
the shadow of the two PAC-10 WAC, Fresno State became a
Bay Area neighbors.
nationally recognized name,
Students should realize the thanks to two recent national
football program, the athletic television appearances in bowl
department and the school games that happen around New
won’t be the only ones benefit- Year’s.
ing from the move. They, too,
While the Bulldogs have the
will be able to enjoy the benefits option to go to big name postpending graduation.
season games, SJSU has the one
SJSU is already respected aca- option in the Las Vegas Bowl. A
demically, and is known as the game the Spartans haven’t been
oldest state institution in the a part of, and occurs when peoWest. With success in athletics, ple are just about to finish their
especially in football, comes Christmas shopping.
familiarity for sports fans and
It comes down to one simple
non-fans everywhere.
question: If Fresno State didn’t
Television exposure will help get moved to the WAC, would
people on the East Coast know they be as widely recognized as

MARC J. SPEARS

they are now?
The recent SJSU pigskin past
Included four different head
coaches since ’89, membership
in a unrespected league and losing the top recruits to Fresno
State. Recruits SJSU would have
signed before the Bulldogs
moved to the WAC.
The future can be promising
for the Blue and Gold in the new

16-team conference. The success hinges on quality recruiting, which can lead the Spartans
to a never-achieved bowl game
action around New Year’s.
Even though the team has
been a combined 15-17-1 over
the last three seasons, SJSU has
many pluses to offer prospective student athletes.
The most obvious perks are

the school’s academic reputation, moving to the WAC,
College Hall of Fame member in
coach John Ralston, the new
Simpkins Stadium Center and
the opportunity to play Top 25
competition at home.
The future begins today for
SJSU. All the pieces are set on
the table for ’96 and the potential is enormous. By the year

Big Deal.
SPECIAL LIMITED-TIME
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Windows, and Random House
Webster’s Electronic Dictionary
and Thesaurus. College Edition.
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time junior champion, is the
first African-American champion.
"I knew if I just hung in there,
sooner of later those putts were
going to go in," said Woods, who
will enter Stanford University
this fall.
Woods earned invitations to
next year’s U.S. Open.
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Tiger Woods wins U.S. Amateur title
PONTE VEDRA BEACH, Fla.
Tiger Woods won the
(AP)
last three holes of his 36-hole
final match against Trip Kuehne
on Sunday of the U.S. Amateur
Championships.
The 18-year-old from Cypress,
Calif., scored what is believed to
be the biggest comeback victory
in the event. Woods, the three-

2000, SJSU can become a university in which kids wear their
paraphernelia in the streets of
Brooklyn and the cornfields of
Nebraska. Or the doormat of the
WAC without the proper preparation.
Mark J Spears is a former
Spartan Daily Staff Writer. His
column will appear every other
Tuesday.
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Having a hard time
getting classes?
San Jose City College
is still just $13 a unit!
SJSU students can still register for the
following transferrable courses starting
throughout September:
CIS 41 Introduction to Computer
Information Systems
Economics 10A Principles of Economics
English 1A English Composition
English 1B English Composition
English 72 Creative Writing
English 73 Shakespeare
English 76A Great Books
English 84A Survey of American Literature
English 86A Survey of English Literature
French 1A Elemetary French
History 1 Survey of American History
History 17A History of the United States
Humanities 2 Introduction to World Literature
Journalism Writing for Media
Philosophy 60 Logic/Critical Reasoning
Political Sci 1 Politics and Government in America
Psycology 10 General Psychology
Social Sci 32 Japanese People, Behavior and Culture
Speech 20 Oral Communication

Plus morel
The above courses are being offered at South San Jose
off-campus locations of Gunderson High School and
Santa Teresa High School starting September 12th
and 13th, and on the main campus during the
Mini -Semester beginning September 26th.

Call NOW for Registration Information!
San Jose City College
2100 Moorpark Avenue
(Bascom Ave. off 280)
San Jose, CA., 95128

(408) 288-3700
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ELECTRONIC TYPEWRITER

Canon

Auto ’Word Out correction Auto paper insertion, lift-off correction
memory, auto underlining, bold printing, right margin flush
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10/12 pitch type selector
No. 623-801 List 199.95
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HEWLETT-PACKARD 12C
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CANON STARWRITER 30 THERMAL
TRANSFER WORD PROCESSOR

Quiet, nonimpact printing Over 500 built-in print
variations DOS conversion program 40 characters
per second print speed 50 000 word spell check
AC/DC powered
No. 592-535
List 499.95
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nciuding mortgages balloon payments
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3.9 shaker rumbles through Hollister
The quake was centered on a
"creeping" section of the San
Andreas Fault, said Jorgenson.
"(This part of the fault) has
never been known to have
earthquakes larger than five
points in magnitude because it’s
been releasing stress at nice,
regular intervals," she said.

HOLLISTER (AP) An earthquake measuring 3.9 in magniHollister on
tude
shook
Saturday. but there were no
rermts of damage or injuries.
The quake hit at 6:22 p.m.,
said Pat Jorgenson, a spokeswoman for the U.S. Geological
Survey in Menlo Park.
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Quake-damaged library set to reopen
LOS ANGELES (AP) The main library
at California State University, Northridge,
which suffered extensive damage in the
Jan. 17 earthquake,was scheduled to
reopen its doors to students today, the
first day of fall classes.
Students will be able to use the Delmar
T. Oviatt Library’s main reference materials, study rooms and computer system to
access a collection of 1.2 million books.
However, book stacks, computer labs
and some study rooms require additional
repair and were expected to remain closed
for 18 months.
Crews have been working nearly around
the clock during the past two months to
repair the library at an estimated cost of
$19 million.
"This library really is the intellectual
heart of the campus," library director Sue
Curzon said.
"It was hell without a library last semester," sophomore Jeremy Padow said. "We
didn’t nave a place to go and study. It was
everyone
like the center of campus
went there to study or to meet."

Three aftershocks jolt San Fernando
LOS ANGELES (Al’) Three aftershocks to the Jan. 17 quake shook the
San Fernando Valley over a 12-hour
period, but there were no reports of
injury or damage and a scientist said
the grouping wasn’t significant.
A magnitude-3.1 quake struck at 4:03
a.m. Saturday, centering three miles
west-northwest of Canoga Park, according to the California Institute of
The magnitude-6.7 quake cracked walls
and steel plates that anchor the library’s
60-foot beams, overturned half the
library’s books and sent asbestos into the
air, said university spokesman Bruce
Erickson.
"It was like taking one of those little
Christmas toys that have snow in them
and shaking it up," Erickson said of the
asbestos.

Technology in Pasadena.
On Friday, two aftershocks centered
in the same area. A magnitude-2.8
quake hit at 5:28 p.m., and a magnitude3.3 temblor occurred at 9:12 p.m., said
Caltech seismologist Robbie Robb.
Since the deadly Jan. 17 quake, thousands of aftershocks have rumbled
through the Northridge area in the San
Fernando Valley.
The library was one of 81 campus build
ings damaged or destroyed in the
Northridge quake. Estimated damage to
the campus totals about $350 million.
Other quake-damaged buildings, including the science complex and the music
building, were expected to open later in
the semester. Many students have been
attending classes in 400 portable trailers
on campus.

j

Northridge a run shy
in Little League Series
WILLIAMSPORT, Pa. (AP)
Venezuela ended the United
States’ two-year run as Little
League champions on Saturday,
beating the California team
whose city was ravaged by an
earthquake seven months ago.
Venezuela became the first
Latin American team to win the
title since 1958, defeating
Northridge, 4-3.
The game was scoreless in the
third inning when rain, hail and
lightning stopped play for three
hours and five minutes.
When the game resumed at
7:20 p.m. EDT, there was 18 inches of water in the outfield and
ABC had cut away from its telecast.
Northridge pitcher Justin
Gentile, whose palm hall was
working so well before the
break, threw five wild pitches

Woman wins harassment case;

Pain reliever/Fever reducer
IMICATIONS: For the temporary
minor aches and pains associated .
Common cold, headache, toothedlio
war aches, backache, for the
of arthritis, for the pain of
Cramps, and for reduction of fever.

jury to assess punitive award
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) A
jury that awarded $50,000 to a
former secretary at the world’s
largest law firm will now have to
assess punitive damages in the
case, which has been closely
watched by the business and
legal community.
The panel, which returns to
court today, found on Friday
that Rena Weeks, 40, was sexual
harassed by Martin Greenstein,
a former partner at Baker &
McKenzie.
The Superior Court jury also
found that the 1,600-attorney
firm failed to take sufficient
action to prevent the harassment.
Weeks, 40, sought $600,000 in
the suit.
Her attorney, Philip Kay, said
he would not comment on the
case until the jury returned a
decision on punitive damages.
Superior Court Judge John
Munter expected testimony in
that part of the case to take no
more than four days.

SUMMER’S OVER.
Thank goodness there’s Advil.’ Advanced medicine for pain.."

Pick up your free sample at Spartan Shops.
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and gave up seven hits after
play resumed.
three
of
families
The
Matthew
Northridge players
Cassel, Matthew Cunningham
have yet to
and Greg Wallis
move back into their homes.
Many others are still dealing
with the aftermath of the Jan. 17
quake, which registered a 6.7
magnitude.
Northridge was attempting to
become the third California
team in a row to win a World
Series title. Long Beach won the
last two.
Little League’s Latin American
region hadn’t won a World
Series championship since
Monterrey, Mexico, won consecutive titles in 1957 and 1958.
The game marked Venezuela’s
first appearapse in a championship game.

Weeks, who worked at the
firm’s Palo Alto office for about
three months in 1991, alleged
Greenstein dumped candies in a
breast pocket of her blouse,
groped her breast, pressed
against her from behind and
pulled her arms back to "see
which one (breast) is bigger."
Weeks also alleged that Baker
& McKenzie failed to respond
properly to her allegations.
The case was largely viewed
as a test of a company’s responsibility when an employee is
accused of sexual harassment
and it fails to take prompt and
sufficient corrective action.
Greenstein, 49, sat emotionless throughout the reading of
the verdict. As the jury was
polled he took notes, but never
made eye contact with his
accuser a few feet away.
Greenstein resigned from
Baker & McKenzie in October
1993 at the firm’s urging. He had
worked at the Chicago-based
firm for 22 years.
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0 Cuba now looks
at refugee crisis

I

e Palestinian power
increases at Gaza

HAVANA (AP) - Fidel Castro has barred children and teen-agers from leaving aboard rickety
rafts and boats fleeing the communist island, a
government newspaper reported Sunday.
It was the first sign the Cuban leader could be
cooperating with U.S. efforts to stem the huge
outflow of Cubans bound for U.S. shores.
Recent storms that slowed flight from Cuba
subsided Sunday, and hundreds of people gathered on beaches with inner -tubes and rafts to
prepare to leave the island. A total of 130
refugees were picked up Saturday and taken to
the U.S. Navy base at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba.
Thousands have been intercepted in the past
week.
"There is no work, no clothing, not even shoes.
Every day things are getting worse," said
Esteban Varela, 28, who was on the beach preparing to leave. He said his wife and child already
have left Cuba.
A group of Cubans escaped Friday aboard a
fishing boat after threatening the captain with a
pistol, the official newspaper Juventud Rebelde
reported.
The Cuban coast guard chased but could not
catch them, the report said. It did not say how
many hijackers were involved, but said they were
headed for the United States.

vide help if necessary" for people leaving aboard
rafts and boats, Juventud Rebelde said in an article signed by Fidel Castro.
If refugees already are at sea, the article said,
Cuban soldiers will warn thorn to turn back, but
won’t arrest them.
The United States and Cuba agreed Saturday to
open a new round of talks aimed at resolving the
refugee crisis. The discussions, to be held in New
York, are expected to open by midweek.
President Clinton earlier this month reversed a
Cold War policy of accepting all Cubans, and started shipping them to Guantanamo for detention.
The Cuban coast guard will be at "all points
along the coast where they can be," to apply the
new measure, "fundamentally through persuasion, using force only as an exception, without
resorting to arms," the article said.

The Interior Ministry said it would ask
American authorities to return the boat, the
newspaper said.
Defense Minister Raul Castro, Castro’s brother,
warned against trying to enter or leave the U.S.
base at Guantanamo.
"It would be madness to try to enter or leave
the base," he said, noting it had the largest concentration of land mines in the Western
Hemisphere.
The Cuban coast guard will patrol territorial
waters up to 12 miles from Cuba’s coast to "pro-

@Japan studies WW2
SINGAPORE (AP) - Victims of the Hiroshima
and Nagasaki atomic bombs deserve special consideration over other World War II victims as
Japan studies how to commemorate the war’s
end, Prime Minister Tomiichi Murayama said
Sunday.
The Japanese leader is making a four-nation
tour of Southeast Asia that has led to new calls for
Japan to make amends for its wartime actions. In
the Philippines, women demanded compensation
for being forced to serve as sex slaves to Japanese
soldiers.
Such demands will be difficult to fulfill, the
prime minister said at a news conference.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
NEW STUDENT DENTAL PLAN:
Office visits and x-rays no charge.
SAVE MONEY and your teeth.
Enroll nowt
For brochure see A.S. Office or
call (800)655-3225.

JERUSALEM (AP) - The Cabinet approved
expanding some aspects of Palestinian autonomy throughout the West Bank despite weekend violence by Islamic militants who killed
two Israelis.
The plan negotiated last week in Cairo gives
the Palestinians control over education,
health, welfare, taxes and tourism. It excludes
east Jerusalem and Jewish settlements.
The vote Sunday in the 14-member Cabinet
was unanimous, the ministers said. The
timetable remains to be negotiated.
But they warned that further progress was
conditional on efforts by Palestinian authorities to stop terror attacks and catch those
responsible for the stabbing deaths Friday of
two Israeli construction workers,
The militant Islamic group Hamas claimed
responsibility for the stabbings, the first
since
Palestinian attack inside Israel
Palestinian self-rule began in May in the Gaza
Strip and West Bank town of Jericho.
"If we are not going to be convinced that
they are doing their utmost in order to catch
the murderers I can see ... many obstacles in
the way for the implementation of additional
agreements," Environment Minister Yossi
Sand said.

The deaths bring to 11 the number of
Israelis slain by opponents of the peace
process since the onset of Palestinian autonomy. Five died the Palestinian autonomous
areas. In the same period, 15 Palestinians
were killed.
After the stabbing, police staged a nationwide sweep for Palestinians in Israel without
work permits. Police spokesman Eric BarChen said 215 Palestinians were detained, and
their employers fined.
Bar-Chen said 23 Israelis were arrested in
riots that erupted Saturday night in Ramie,
site of the attack.

Phone: 924-3277

DIRECT CARE.
PART-TIME $6.00 HR.
Non profit residential facilities
for young adults with autism.
Call 408-448.3953.
Spark Foundation.

NATIONAL PARK JOBS - Over
25,000 openings! (including hotel
staff, tour guides, etc.) Benefits +
bonuses! Apply now for best
positions. Call: 1-206-545-4804
ext. N60411.

SMAU. MATTRESS store close to
S1SU. Informal atmosphere. jeans
OK PT/FT flexible hrs. 2945478.
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
FT/PT Golf Course.
Cart/Range &Snack Bar positions.
$5.50- $6.00 per hour d.o.e.
plus comp. golf & lunch!
Call Tia at Shoreline Golf Links
41/3.969-7100.

MAKE YOUR ANNOUNCEMENT BOOTH ATTENDANT. Street fairs,
in the Spartan Daily Classified. festivals, flea markets, etc.
For info check the form on this page Interesting. F/PT job. 984-4003.
$7.00 TO $8.00 PER HOUR
with scheduled increases.
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Full-time or Part-time
FUNDRAISING, Choose from 3
ALL SHIFTS AVAILABLE
different fundraisers lasting either
FULL TRAINING
3 or 7 days. No investment. Earn
EXCELLENT BENEFITS
55$ frir your group plus personal
Credit Union / Paid Vacations
cash bonuses for yourself. Call
Medical/Dental Insurance
1-800932-0528. Ext. 65.
WEEKLY PAY CHECKS!
Apply. Mon.- Fri. 8am 5pm,
Vanguard Security Services
VOLUNTEERS
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara.
Near 101 at Sal Tcmas Expressway.
BE A FRIEND!
Caring and friendly volunteers
RESORT /OBS - Earn to 512/hr. +
needed to help individuals
tips. Theme Parks, Hotels, Spas,
with mental illness become
+ more. Tropical & Mountain
independent! Flexible hours!
destinations worldwide. Call
Training and support given.
(206)632-0150 ext R60411.
Gain practical experience for
psychology, social work, OT,
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT. Fishing
nursing or related fields.
Industry. Earn to $3,000-$6.000+
Call Teresa Jackson at
408/526-1288 or 408/287-2132. per month + benefits. Male/
Female. No experience necessary
(206) 545-4155 ext A60411.

MEEK

FOR SALE

WRITING HELP. Professional
editing, rewriting, proofing, ghostwriting. Letters, reports, books.
essays, theses, articles. etc. For
more info please call Dave Bolick,
510-601-9554. VISA/MASTERCARD. FAX. Emergencies 0.K

ROOMMATES

HEALTH/BEAUTY

INSURANCE
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving War for 20 years
’Great Rates for Good Drivers’
’Goou Rates for NoryGood Drivers*
SPECIAL DIScoururs
"Gooa Student’ "Family Mutt-car’
CALL TODAY 296-5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HACSIF
NO OBUGATiON
Also open Saturdays 9-2.

HALF MOON BAY.45min.canmute.
3 olks from beach. Artist house. MEN & WOMEN- BARE IT ALLI
$f.Omo.+ det:s log415-728-0112. PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing or
using chemicals. Let us permaRENTAL HOUSING
nently remove your unwanted hair.
Back - Chest Lip- Bikini Chin $50.00 STUDENT orscourin
Tummy etc. Students & faculty ASTORIA INSURANCE BROKERAGE
2 Bedroom Apartment S750/mo.
receive 15% discount. First appt.
Auto. Jet Sir!, Motorcycle.
Security type building
1/2 price if made before Dec. 31,
Boat. Home owners Insurance.
Secure Parking
1994. Hair Today Gone Tomorrow,
-Alumni" serving -Students"
Close In
621 E. Campbell Ave. *17,
...Talk to me. I’ll help you.
Modem Building
Campbell . (408)379-3500.
DUI? Accidents? Suspended Uc?
Free Basic Cable service
Call me, (Don) 408-247-3734.
Laundry Room
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
Open on Sat/Sun with app’.. only!
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
(408) 295-6893.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
WORD PROCESSING
RENT A SPACIOUS 1 BR. APT.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
in landmark bldg. Mtge windows,
247-7486.
CALL MARCIA 266-9448
miniblinds, new appliances
for Word Processing Services
incl. D.W. & disposal, A/C. ARE YOU A PRISONER OF PAIN?
Edit & Format Specialist for
Neutral carpet, intercom entry, Break out of the con son of pain.
Theses/Projects/Term Papers.
gated covered parking, laundry Free yourself to once again do the
APA Turablen MIA
room.Great views! 1 blk from things you have always enjoyed.
Grammar, Punct., Phrasing
campus. 2 persons OK. Rent from Feel better emotionally& physically.
Tables, Graphs, & Charts.
$650. Aspen Vintage Tower Quick and affordable, drugless
Will also edit disks.
297-4705.
pain relief. Call (408) 374-4960
600 dpi Laser Printing
Pain Relief Center for free 16 page
Resumes/Cover Letters
booklet on chronic pain.
Intemationsl Studsnb Welcome
10 minutes from campus!
SERVICES
SO% DISCOUNT!
Student Voice Mall $7. Month*
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Permanent Cosmetics by Trish.
No more missed messages!
Enhance your natural beauty!
Science and English papers/
Rent your own private, passwordtheses our specialty. Laser printEye Liner - Ups - Eyebrows.
ing. Free spell check and storage.
protected voice mail box
Expires Dec. 31st, 1994.
(3 month minimum). Pager
APA. Turabian and other formats.
4084794500
notification and group boxes
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
Resumes, editing, graphics
available. Call today for free
and other services available.
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17,
recorded message. 24 hour
Campbell, CA 95008.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
access. 408-261-9880.
Cal Paul arVirginia 408-251-0449

HA’AVARDFREP10147UNION CITY
Wordprocessing and typing,
All work accepted!! Reports
Theses Proficient with APA.
MLA, and Turabian formats:
Quick & Speedy turnaround.
WP 5.1, Laser printer. Call me
7 days a week 7 am to 10 pm.
Suzanne Scott 510/441-0504.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES
Print your ad here.

AUTO FOR SALE
86 DODGE RAM CHARGER 4X4
8 cyt Low miles. Grey & Silver w/
dk red interior. Excellent condnion.
$6,800. Gene: 2683994.

EMPLOYMENT
BABYSRTER: Tu/Th /Urn 2prn
+ each ries hrs. 2 sweet boys ages
2 & 4. 2 blks to campus. Weekly
parking included. Lisa :286.5451
ACUFACTS, INC.
Security Officers / Patrol Drivers
full-time / Part-time
Apply: Mon. - Fri., Sam. 5pm.
5550 Meridian Ave. San lose
(4081286-5880
ENJOY WORKING WMI CHIDREN7
Small World Schools is currently
hiring for F/1’ & P/T positions for
Preschool & Day Care. A variety of
shifts available in San lose, Belmont, Millbrae & Sari Bruno. Also
hiring for substitutes flexible
scheduling does not interfere with
school obligations. Prefer 12 ECE
or 6 ECE completed + current
ECE enrollment for all positions.
Benefits & an abundance of
growth opportunities! Please call
4(8257-7326 to s:hedule hterview.
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WORD PROCESSING Prolevelonal
Theses, resumes, group
projects, term papers, etc.
Free spelling & grammatical
editing. Free storage. Transcription. Fax machine.
Dependable. One -day turnaround on most work. 8am to
7pm. Call Anna at 972-4992.

answers will appear on Wednesday, August 31
Certain advertisements In
these cabbie may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
additional information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when maidrig
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods ar services,
In addition, readers should
carefully Investigate all firms
offering employment listings
orcoupons for discount
vacations or merchand I se.

ACROSS
1 Speedy

2:1116 PROFESSIONAL Experience.
Typing & transcnpron for ALL your
needs including COLOR. Copying,
binding & FAX available. Pick up
& delivery. REASONABLE RATES.
Timeliness & satisfaction
guaranteed. Tutoring available
in some subjects. Contact Candi
at (408) 3698614.

LJ

408-924-3277
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Theo*
Days
$9
$10
$11
$12

Name

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

Five
Days
$13
$14
$15
$16

After the fifth day, Ma Increases by $1 per day.
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up fob additional words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
10-14 lines: $90
15-19 lines: $110

3-9 lines: $70

CALL

Address
trly 8 -Aare

7rh erne

Phone

Send (-heck or money order to
Spartan Daily Classifieds
Son Jess State University
San Jose, CA 95192.0149
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bente’ Hall. Room 209
Deadline 10(5) a m two weekdays before publication
III All ads are prepaid No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates for consecutive publications dates oNy
ourrnonst CALL 1406) 9244277

I

1

BH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required
**Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.

lies
On
Battle reminder
Economy
Educated folks
Access Gardner
Cry comment
like our numerals
Liveliness
Dessert choices
Morsel

- and fro
Soldier s address
- Ullmann
Mine yield
Bliss
Youngster
Tory
Spinning toy
"You got ill’
Gives a speech
Detroit product
Nekial for OR
Oriental board game

Wagers
Brainstorm
Defeat
Electrified
Early garden
’-Be (rug’
- (honey

46

47
48
51
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70

71
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77
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74
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71
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14
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IS
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II
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Ssscial student rates available for these classifications.$5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person in
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3
4
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6
7
8
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10
11
19
21
24
25
26
28
29
30
31
36
37
38
41
42
43
44
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Please check 1
one classification:
_campus Clubs* _Rental Horsing
Greek Messages. _Roommates.
_Events*
_Reel Estate
_Announcements* _Services
Lost and Found" _Health/Beauty
_Volunteers.
_Ride Share*
For Sale*
_Insurance
_Autos Por Sale _Entertainment.
_from
_Electronics.
_TutOnng.
_Wanted.
_Were Processing
_Employment
_SChOlertihip$
_Opportunities

DOWN

5 On the - (fleeing)
8 Eager
12 longing
13 ’-Gel Your Number"
14 Costa IS Sow’s mate
16 "The Way"
17 The birds
18 Elf
20 Indiana River
22 "- Me and My Gal"
13 Snapshot
24 Hay storage site
27 Waked deed
32 Fury
33 In addition
34 Boot pad
35 Speed
38 Swindles collog
39 Author Levin
40 Past
41 Antacid type
45 lounged about
49 Do copy work
50 Tole student
57 Rover’s pal
53 Head of France
54 Distress call
55 Divisible by two
56 Utters
57 Explosive stuff
58 Flat payment

Line is 30 spaces including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

Ad Rates: 3-line minimum
Ono
Two
Day
Days
$5
3 lines
$7
4 Noes
$6
$5
5 Nose
$7
$9
$10
s Nowa
$S
$1 for each additional line

. OR ..A770NAL / AGENCY RATES
FN

FAX: 924-3282

WORD PROCESSING / TYPING.
SCHOLARSHIPS
West San lose/Cupertino. APA*
Term papers Group projects $S BILLIONS aya:oeie ’or your
Thecis Letters Applications education, all students qualify!
Resumes *Tape transcription, etc. Free message 18001666-GRAD.
Nosing/Math/Science/English.
Laser printer. Days & evenings.
7 days. SUZANNE, 446-5658.

FULL BED $100, queen $125 day
bed $125, bur4cs $145. All unused.
Also: bts of usecl furn. 9982337.
2 SETS: TWIN MATTRESS
with box spring & frame, $35.
& $65. each o.b.o. Call 408.
9711364 between 6-8pm.
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Stevens
From page 1
tion and robbery, according to
his court files.
The most serious crime was
rape, for which Stevens was sentenced to serve 15 years, nine of
which he has served.
According to Officer Louis
Quezada of the San Jose Police
Department, Stevens has been
in and out of jail for parole violations, serving a total of 17
months since his initial release
from prison.
Last year, Stevens was convicted of violating the terms of
his
parole when he eavesdropped on womens’ telephone
conversations from outside
their residences.
Police records state that
Stevens tends to follow potential victims, waiting for an
opportunity to attack them.
Lieutenant Bruce Lowe at
UPD, said he has not noticed an
increase in calls to the escort
service offered by UPD, but
once school starts he believes
there will be more calls.
it will take a few weeks to get
the escort program up and running." Lowe said.

Firms

According to Lowe, UPD has
worked to inform the campus
community of Stevens.
"We distributed public safety
bulletins. We checked the blue
light phones to make sure
they’re in operating order," he
said. We want to make sure the
university is aware. We are not
trying to create a climate of
fear."
Lowe pointed out that there
are other rapists who may be
roaming SJSU, citing the recent
arrests of one rapist on campus
and another on Santa Clara
Street.
Lowe said UPD is primarily
concerned with the safety of the
students in general and are not
dwelling on Stevens’ at large status.
One SJSU student, who
declined to give her name, said
she’s concerned that authorities
don’t know where to find
Stevens. She doubts he’:; in the
area.
"It would be really stupid.
UPD has sent out his picture.
They’re posted everywhere,"
she said.
The student said she isn’t any
more scared than usual

"I’m usually very paranoid. I
use the escort services," she
said. "I was thinking about getting an (personal attack) alarm.
I’m just as scared as I ever was."
Police are speculating Stevens
may be on his way to South
Portland, Maine. He grew
up there and relatives reside
in the town, according to
South Portland police Lt. Amy
Berry.
According to Laura CorreaHernandez, a victim advocate at
Witness Assistance
Victim
Center, Stevens’ victims may or
may not have been notified of
his release.
California Penal Code 3003.0
states if an offender’s release is
approaching, the victims must
be notified. If a victim sends a
letter to the parole officer, the
offender won’t be released
within 35 miles of the original
crime site.
According to Officer Paul
Gardner of the San Jose Police
Department, victims must let
the parole board know if they
don’t want the offender released
in their area because tracking
victims years after the fact may
be difficult.

expect job growth to continue

NEW YORK (AP)
Job
growth in the United States
should remain steady during the
fourth quarter, despite what
some analysts see as signs of a
slowing economy, a survey
finds.
Milwaukee-based Manpower
Inc.. a temporary help firm, says
its quarterly telephone survey
of 15,000 businesses, being
released Monday. shows 26 percent plan to hire more workers.
Ten percent plan job cuts, 61
percent expect no change and 3
percent are uncertain.
Fourth-quarter hiring projections are lower than the previous two quarters but better
than the fourth quarter of last
year. when 22 percent planned
to add workers and 11 percent
projected cuts.
"The nation’s job machine is
now producing at a continuing

and steady pace but it is still Worseck said.
tempered by a concern for total
The best job growth is prolabor costs in a very competi- jected in the wholesale and
tive pricing environment," said retail trades, where 36 percent
Manpower chief executive of companies polled say they’ll
Mitchell S. Fromstein.
hire additional employees and
Merrill Lynch & Co. senior only 8 percent foresee cuts.
economist Rruce Steinberg said Manpower says that sector’s
the survey results are "consis- outlook is the most optimistic in
tent with what we’re seeing in 16 years.
the economy it continues to
Geographically, confidence is
grow but not as rapidly as it was highest in the Midwest for the
in the first half of the year."
third
straight
quarter,
One factor slowing the econ- Manpower says. In fact, the
omy is rising interest rates, region’s overall job outlook is
Steinberg said.
the best since 1978, with 28 perAnother is uncertainty over cent of firms expecting to hire
the effect of proposed health additional workers and 10 percare reforms on businesses, cent planning cuts.
said Raymond Worseck, chief
"I think what we tend to do in
economist with A.G. Edwards & the Midwest is stay on an even
Sons Inc. in St. Louis.
keel," Worseck said. "In the ’80s,
"There’s a great reluctance to real estate and defense buoyed
hire people on a full-time basis if economies on the coasts. In the
firms can possibly avoid it," ’90s, it’s sort of giveback time."

It’s time to use transit; you don’t want to be late to class.
You can enjoy this program by using your SJSU school 1.D. starting
August 29. The new Transit/Enrollment cards will be sent to you through
the mail. Your school I.D. will be good for two weeks until the
Transit/Enroihrient card is sent. After that go to Admissions and Records.
All students must have paid their registration fees before obtaining this card.
The card looks like a iltgular I.D. card but with a different color and an expiration date that
covers two weeks into lb’? spring semester, so students can continue to use them through the
Winter break.

Regular, Light Rail, Express and Paratransit services will be provided
to all students 365 days a year.
For planning a way to school and work
contact Altrans Organization:

924-RIDE

For additional information call Alfonso De Alba
(Transit Access Program Coordinator):

924-6243

This program designed for students will last for two years and before this trial period is completed, the students will have an opportunity to extend it by general election vote. If the students decide to stop their participation in this program, the last day of service to be provided
will be August 28, I946.The contract agreed by the Associated Students and the
Transportation Agency define the purpose to be: The prepayment of basic fare to permit SJSU
students to use public transportation provided by the District (TA) during the following two
years. Neither the Associated Students nor the Transportation Agency is creating a new type
of service or program since the scope of service will be the same and the prepayment services
have been a commodity provided by TA to its riders through TA monthly and semester flash
passes.
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1-800-COLLECT

San Jose State University
associated students

Leisure services
campus recreation

VOLLEYBALL

INDOOR MINI SOCCER

SIGN-UPS
August 29 - September 16

SIGN-UPS
September 26 - October 28

LOCATION
Associated Students Business
Office, Student Union

LOCATION
Associated Students Business
Office, Student Union

PHONE
924-5962

PHONE
924-5962

1-800 -COLLECT
Save The People You Call Up To 44%.*
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’Versus ATIT operator dialed three rnonute interatate calls

